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Social workers learn skills in advocacy
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Last Monday, students

of America.

and phy-

sicians
attended
the
National
Association
of Social
Workers
Legislative Advocacy Days. The two-
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day event is geared to teach students
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to enhance their skills in advocacy,
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how

to approach

legislators

and

learn about the trials they will face
as social workers.
Advocacy

Days is an event held

every four years and is sponsored
by a different school, this year Boise
State University took lead with assis-
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and get ready

'tance from Idaho State University to
plan this event.
"As social workers, it is really
important
to be aware of policies," Advocacy
Days Co-Chair
Coordinator Amanda Pena said. "If
social workers don't pay attention
to policy, they aren't doing their job,
because social work and legislation
go hand in hand."
Keynote speaker Patty Roth spoke
of the values of being a social worker,
ethical dilemmas and conflicts they
will face in their career, and how
their choices will affect others and
themselves.
Roth, who holds a Masters in
Social Work from New Mexico
Highlands University, has worked in
the Treasure Valley since 1987. She
currently provides clinical social
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night
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Roth gave several examples of
ethical dilemmas she has faced in
her career, that when faced with ethical issues to identify the main problem and find, the most beneficial
ethics over the past 10 years~ ~urrently a member of the Clinical
resolution. She stated many times
Ethics Committee at St. Luke's and
that there is no straight answer, only
bedside ethics consultant. She also
many resolutions that will take a soteaches ethics classes on the high
cial worker down different paths.
school and college levels.
In finding the best resolution,
Roth's presentation
outlined the
Roth advised seeking consultation
social work values: service, social
from professionals
and checking
with policies and the code of ethics
justice, dignity and worth of person,
integrity, competence
and lmpor- ' that social workers should abide by.
tance of human resource. She folRoth stated that they, as social
lowed that by discussing her main
workers, will have to deal with the
focus on ethical dilemmas.
professional and personal of 'each
work services for the patients and
families of St. Luke's Home Care.
She has been actively involved in

case.
They will have to deal with policies of agencies and laws and will
have to deal with their own morals
as well.
"There are situations where you
are faced with conflicting professional duties .:. fulfilling one will
violate another," Roth said.
Concluding,'
Roth emphasized
that whatever action a social worker
decides to take, that person must be
able to Justify his/her decisions.
"For me, I have an obligation
to society ... you have to live with
yourself, that's, why you want consultatJon and talk it out," Roth said.

"Develop an awareness of your values, always seek consultation from
social work professionals.
Know
laws, policies and requirements."
The first day of the event included
the opening presentation,
a panel
regarding advocacy in social work
practice and workshops.
The second day, students went to
the State Capitol to attend committee hearings, meet with legislators,
take a tour of the Capitol and observe sessions. '
The workshops were about issues
currently being debated by the state
ofIdaho.
A mix of nearly 200 students from

BSU, ISU, Lewis and Clark College,
Northwest
Nazarene,
University
and several physicians attended the
event.
"We're here because we're part of
the [social work] department and It
also ties into our social welfare polic'y class," Ashley Hines, a BSU student majoring in social work, said.
"We do get to see how policy affects us as social workers and as residents of Idaho," Elizabeth Herbst
said, also majoring in social work at
BSU.
Both Herbst and Hines will be lobbying with legislators on the topic of
small business and insurance.
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Legislation would honor fallen soldiers, Senators play hooky
BY DUSTIN
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An important
piece of legislation was brought to the Forum
table Tuesday at the Associated
Students of Boise State University
Senate meeting.
It is a memorial dedicated to Pfc.
Raymond M. Werner, Sgt. James
Holtom and Spec. Ross A. Clevinger.
All these of these young men were
students at BSU.
All three died in Karrnah, Iraq on
Feb. 8, 2007.
They were members of the 321st
Engineer Battalion of the U.S. Army.
According to the ASBSU Memorial,
while performing their duty of clearing roadside bombs, all three died
from wounds suffered when an improvised explosive device (lED) detonated beside their vehicle.
"The engineerbattalion
has a variety of different jobs," ASBSU Sen.
Jonathan
Sawmiller
said. "They
bear the responsibility
of clearing roadside bombs. It's one of the
most
dangerous
jobs in Iraq.
They work on a daily basis with
explosives, with devices that are
designed to kill them."
Sen. Sawmiller Is also a member
of the Idaho Air National Guard. He
served a stint overseas through the
Summer of 2006.
According to the Memorial, to
date, 27 Idahoans have died in the
War in Iraq.
"It's one thing to hear about
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"I do have two new appointments,
but it seems rather irrelevant with
such little time left," Sen. Rupertsaid.
She is the chair of the Appointment
and review Committee.
"I'm not sure the details of those
appointments,"
Sen. Ortman said.
"Right now there are only three.
weeks left in our Senate. I'd rather sit
down right now with the group we
have now and move forward."
A few members of the Senate are
running
for re-election.
Most of
them are running for president or
vice president.
Its lackluster
performance
this
spring is indicative of a Senate prone
to inactivity. It only passed nine resolutions all school year.
In years past, the Senate has
passed more than 30 resolutions.
The Senate has been on the verge of
missing quorum all spring.
Three times it has began its
meetings
without
meeting
quo- rum, which is technically
against
'code. Each time, Sen. Mirkasimov's
late attendance
allowed it to meet
its quorum.
Only five of the 16 elected senators from last spring were present
Tuesday.
Only Sen. Getecha has made every
meeting this semester. He was appointed last fall by President Wyatt
Parke.
.
This gives even more credence
to the fact that students must be
careful in choosing
whom 'they
vote into office.

Boise State's College of Engineering presents 'MythBusters'
COMPILED BY ARBITER STAFF

The event

excused absence. It is the responsibility of every senator to let their coworkers know when they are going
to be absent."
To get an excused absence, a
senator
must
contact
Ortman,
Assistant Pro Tempore Rupert or the
ASBSU secretary.
Sen, Terry Gorseth was excused
Tuesday because he was ill. He had
an allergic reation to an antibiotic
and broke out in hives, Sen. Ortman
said. Newly appointed Sen. Nakita
Santiago was excused for personal
reasons, the other four senators
were unexcused.
Sen. Cyndi Blue has missed every
meeting this semester.
"Senator Blue was on a personal
sort of leave and she will be back
next Thursday," Sen. Rupert said.
Sen. Ortman
said she would
not feel right impeaching Sen. Blue
because of the personal nature of
her ordeal.
No senators would comment on
the personal condition of Sen. Blue.
She was the chair of the University
Affairs Committee, which only met
once all year.
"It's somewhat put back together,"
Sen. Ortman said. "She will be back
at the table Thursday as far as I know
and if not then we will look into replacing that chair."
The Senate was also aposed the
appointment
of two new senators.
There are four empty seats at the
table, although Tuesday, there were
reallv nine. Too little, too late.

or

ProTem Amy Ortmann

at 426-1440.

"Vagina

deaths all over the world, this guy's
ultimate sacrifice of these men,"
from Washington, this guy's from
Sen. Stolley said.
Florida, but it's another thing to
The Memorial was placed in the
have them come from Idaho and
Traditions
Committee
and could
Boise and from our area and thea to
pass as early as next Thursday.
hear that they attended Boise State,"
ASBSU Sen. Jennifer Stolley said. "It
Senate
failed to meet quorum
makes It more real."
The Tuesday ASBSU meeting did
U.S. President George W. Bush
not meet quorum until after 4:30
has asked many
governors
to
p.m. when Sen. Bakh Mirkasimov
deploy
their
National
Guard
'entered
the chamber.
He has a
units to Iraq.
class until 4:30.
According to the U.S. Department
The Senate' only needs seven
of Defense Website, 3,142 U.S. sersenators to attend to meet quorum.
vicemen and women have died
It had six, including Pro Tempore
Amy Ortman, before Mirkasimov
during Operation Iraqi Freedom, as
of Feb. 21, 2007. More than 23,000
came to the table.
others have been injured. 10,000 of
It is easier to print the names
of the senators whom did attend
those did not return to duty.
the meeting. Sen. Ryan Cooper,
"Military people put their lives
on the line for us," Sen, Stolley said.
Sen, Sawrniller, Sen. Mirkasimov,
"They put their lives on the line for
Sen. Mark Getecha, Sen. Stolley,
Sen. Katie Jo Rupert and Sen,
me personally and my two children,
for all those people who attend this , Ortman were there.
school, for all of Boise, all our famiThe Senate will travel to the
lies, all our friends. This is a big deal.
BSU West Campus for Its Thursday
We owe them our gratitude and
Caucus meeting. It will meet in
thanks, completely and totally, beRoom 312S at the West Campus.
cause they do it unselfishly. I think
It Is unlikely that the Senate will
that's pretty cool."
meet quorum there, since it cannot
The engineer
battalions
have
do so here in Boise.
the highest casualty rates among
Senators
are
allowed
three
U.S. Servicemen
serving in Iraq.
unexcused
absences
and
four
There are now more than 120,000
excused absences over the course
troops In Iraq ..
of the school year. If they miss
"I think it's Important that Boise
more than that they are eligible for
impeachment.
.
•
State
recognizes
the contribution of Boise State students who
'''It Is' very frustrating,"
Sen.
give defense of America, defense of
Ortman said, "but if they call me
our freedom ... and recognize the
In advance then I will give them an

Treasure ValleyfamlliesandBolse
State students will have an opportunity to' attend a free presentation
with Jamie Hynemanand
Adam
Savage, the hosts of the Discovery
Channel's
"MythBusters."
The
event is scheduled for Sunday, Feb.
25 at 2 p.m., Inside the Taco Bell
Arena,..
" ','
,,'
Sinca "MythBusters"
first preriliered on, the' DiscoveryCharinel'

in January 2003, millions of households have tuned in each week
to watch the cast and crew build
amazing contraptions; which they
frequently destroy in the process
of confirming or busting a wide vadety ohrbanmyths,foWoreand

Free tickets for this event sold
out in 15mlnutesthe
morning they
were released. While the 3,000 tickets are now gone, event organizers
say there may still be some open
seating available on Feb. 25 If some
of those who hav.;! already obtained

enough seating to accommodate
every nne," Cheryl Schrader, dean
oftheCollege
of Engineering, said.
The College of Engineering
at
BolseState'University,
along With
the Micron TechnologyFOIindation,
A1bettso /superValu
Foundation,

ns

National Engineers Week.
"Mlcron'believesthatsuppon,
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to
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WORLD
Rice declares success' after
Israeli, Palestinian leaders
agree to revive peace talks
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Ricecame to the Middle East forwhat
was supposed to be the ambitious
beginning of a concerted American
campaign to resuscitate IsraeliPalestinian peace talles,which have
stagnated for sixyears.
In the end, however, she had to
settle for a modest achievement: that
Monday's talks were held at all.
Forthe firsttime in her tenure, Rice
sat down with Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert and Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud
Abbas.The three agreed to little more
than to keep talking.
But that, Riceargued, was enough
to declare success.
The meeting took place in the
shadow of an unfolding plan by
Abbas and Fatah, his moderate party,
to form a new Palestinian coalition
government with leaders of the rival
Hamas movement that's expected
to fall short of meeting international
demands that it recognize Israel.
That agreement, signed two weeks
ago in Mecca, Saudi Arabia, surprised American officials and jeopardized Rice's new initiative. Israeli
officials initially suggested that their
government might curtail ties to
Abbas because the pragmatic leader
was aligning with Hamas.
"I frankiy don't know how long it
would have been before they would
have talked with each other were it
not for the coincidence of this meeting having been scheduled," Rice
said after Monday's two-hour talks,
which moved from a staid hotel conference room to her suite with panoramic views ofthe Old City.
When Rice announced the meeting last month, she and her aides said
its agenda would be to begin sketching out a "political horizon" for a
peace deal that would give both sides
a concrete goal to work toward.
On Monday, that idea was overshadowed by discussions about the
unity government and a long-standing list of unresolved problems, including security and freedom of
movement.
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World/National/What the? stories courtesy of MCT Campus Wire Ser.lces unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU
storles are courtesy of the Boise State Web site atwww.bolsestate.edu.
All stories are complied by News Writers.

Olmert voiced his frustration with next few months we will move to
the latest developments, but made
this position," Sestak said in an init clear that he will continue to work terview. "It may not be my bill, but
with Abbas.
it will be something very similar."
The Quartet and' Israel have
The main reason, he said, is that
refused to provide money or the war in Iraq is hurting American
political support to the Palestinian
national security: 1I's diverted reAuthority' since last February,
sources and attention from the fight
when Hamas took control of the
against terrorism in Afghanistan
Palestinian Cabinet after toppling
and from other challenges to U.S.
Fatah in parliamentary elections.
Abbas had vowed not to join forc- interests around the world.
,"We diverted our attention, our
es with Hamas unless it accepted
resources and.ourforces ... to Iraq,"
international demands to recognize
he said. "To my mind Afghanistan
Israel as a neighbor and embrace
is the poster child for what isn't benonviolence.
But factional street clashes in the ing done in this world where the
Gaza Strip prompted him to sign real war on terrorism is elsewhere,
a unity deal with Hamas, In his not Iraq."
talles with Rice, Abbas said the deal
While focused on Iraq, he said,
was necessary to end the street the military has been unable to
battles and urged the internamove effectively from World War
tional community to give the new Il-era tanks to 21st-century highgovernment time.
. tech communication and intelligence.
Spending on the war also has
NATIONAL
diverted investment from what he
calls three "pillars of national seFonner admiral says all
curity": health, education and ecoAmerican forces should pull
nomic development at home.
He rejects the worst-case sceout ofIraq by the year's end
nario arguments that Iraq will descend into genocide and a regional
After the Sept. 11 terrorist atwar if the United States leaves.
tacks, U.S. Adm. Joe Sestak com"It changes all the incentives,"
manded ~ carrier battle group in
Sestak said of his withdrawal plan.
combat near Afghanistan, then in
Iraqi sectarian leaders would
the Persian Gulf in the run-up to
realize that without the American
the Iraq war.
military holding down the vioNow a freshman member of the
lence, "they would have to accept
House of Representatives, Sestak;
the consequences that if they go
a Pennsylvania Democrat, has intoo far, the retaliation against them
troduced a bill calling for- withmight go too far."
drawing all American forces from
Iraq by the end of this year, while
strengthening the U.S. military
LOCAL/BSU '
presence in the region and in
Afghanistan.
Possible arson occurs in
Sestak, who defeated lfl-term
Republican
incumbent
Curt . Nampa, residents escape
Weldon in November, has a Ph.D.
in political economy and government from Harvard University.
He served as the director for defense policy on President Clinton's
National Security Council and
once was the director of the Navy's
anti-terrorism unit.
His bill would cut off most mono
ey for military operations in Iraq
byDec.31.
"I honestly believe that in the

Nampa Deputy Fire Marshall
Reggie Edwards said the mother
in an upstairs apartment woke up
about 5 a.m, by her dog and the
smell of smoke. Edwards said the
fire, set in the downstairs business, was started in several places.
"Wefound some good evidence,"
he said. "We have some leads we
are pursuing vigorously."
The fire was set "with malicious
intent," he said, based on the evidence.
He said the Nampa Police
. Department is assisting in the investigation.
Artcraft Press owners Wendy
and Harvey Critchelow have
owned the business for about 12
years and pointed out 11 places
where fires were set.
"I'm very glad everyone's alive,"
Wendy said.
A pedestrian in the area saw
smoke at about 5 a.m. and called
the fire department. Fire Station
One Is only a few blocks from the
scene.
One small fire was set in the
stairwell. Wendy said the mother
jumped over it and then pulled her
son over it to escape the building.
The dog, a black lab, also made it
out of the building unharmed.
She said Allied Waste recovered
a gasoline can this morning that
could be linked to the fire.
Wendy said the business is fully
insured but for now "we are out of
business."
She and her husband expect to
be printing again as soon as possible.

Courtesy Idaho Press Tribune

WHAT THE?
This behavior isn't up to our
saloon's standards, ladies
Two
young
ladies
were
thrown out of the Grumpy Mole
Saloon
in
Christchurch,
New
Zealand,
for
kissing
passionately
on
the
dance
floor.
It was distracting the other
patrons.
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ABoise State University research
team will present its findings on
nanoparticles at an international
conference Feb. 12-16:
Denise Wingett, a biology professor at BSU,will present the team's
researchattheKeystoneSymposia's
Conference on Nanotechnology in
Biomedicine in Tahoe City,Calif.
Physicsprofessor AlexPunnoose,
biology professor Kevin Feris and
several undergraduate,
gradu, ate and post-doctoral students are
also part of the BSU team, which
studies how nanoparticles could'
someday be used to help treat
multiple sclerosis, psoriasis and

other diseases.
Nanoparticles are tiny particles
that take on new properties when
manipulated on a molecular level.
The conference is the first research
presentation by the lnterdisclplinaryBSU team, which recently organized to study possible medical
applications, as well as possible
toxic side effects, of certain kinds
of nanoparticles.
The use of nanoparticles in everything from sunscreen to stainresistant pants has raised concerns
in recent months because little is
known about their potential health
and environmental effects.
The particles, just atoms wide,
are small enough to easily penetrate cells in lungs, brains and

other organs. In laboratory experiments, ssu researchers have
shown that nanoparticles have
the ability to kill certain types of
bacteria while having a minimal
effect on human immune cells.
The researchers have also successfully linked a variety of antibodies
to the nanoparticles.
According to Wingett, the initial
results are encouraging because
they suggest that nanoparticles
could be used to target viruses,
bacteria or infected body cells by
selectively delivering nanopartieles to the disease site.
In addition, the BSU researchers have shown that at considerably higher concentrations, the
nanopartleles preferentially target

activated human immune
and destroy them.
These findings suggest that
nanoparticles could also be useful to treat auto-immune diseases
such as multiple sclerosis, psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis, where
human immune cells attack normal body tissues.
The next step for BSU researchers is to conduct laboratory experiments to see what happens when
antibodies are linked to nanoparticles and a cell is then targeted for
destruction.
"This is a very promising area
of study, and we are very much
looking forward to continuing our
research in the months ahead,"
Wingett said.
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NEW ORLEANS- Crowds roared
;;;enthusiastically for the Zulu parade
~:poats on Fat Tuesday and jazzman
;:;;Pete Fountain led a band of gypsy
;!Jll1usicians as New Orleans eel:t;cbrated Mardi Gras in style, a year
•-and a half after the devastation of
~

...

Hurricane Katrina.
Gregory .Scott and his wife,
daughter and three sons were
among scores of people who set up
grills along the St. Charles Avenue
parade route before dawn to claim a
prime parade-watching spot.
"It's a big relief just to get out of
the house and have fun," said Scott,
41.Likeothers watching the parade,

he said he is still working to repair
his house in eastern New Orleans,
which was wrecked by floods when
Katrina hit in August 2005,
Mayor Ray Nagin, surrounded
by mounted police officers, rode a
brown horse at the head of the Zulu
parade.
The mayor attracted sporadic
applause and shouts, but nowhere

near the tsunami of yells that greeted the floats that followed him from
the 1,250-member Zulu Social Aid
and Pleasure Club.
The I,250-member Zulu club had
the first parade rolling down the avenues Tuesday, It is among the most
popular of Carnival.
Parade watcher Chris Williams
pointed and shouted to the mayor,

other tucked into his waistband.
who returned the greeting.
"He's a good guy. One of the good Ashlye Keaton, 21, wore a pink
few,"said Williams, 27,who said he cardboard-and-bead skirt modeled
aft~r Roman armor, pink beads and
and his fiancee are trying to rebuild
. their hurricane-flooded house but a pink cardboard shield over black
are still renting now because of in- knee-high boots and fishnet stockings.
surance problems.
"You become one ~th Carnival
Fat Tuesday - Mardi Gras - is the
this way," said Keaton.
climax of the Carnival season that
Last year's festivities were scaled
began on Jan. 6. After Mardi Gras
down - fewer parades and only
comes Ash Wednesday and Lent.
Fountain, in a bright red vest about 13,000hotel rooms available.
This year, 30,000 rooms were ready,
and a jeweled headdress with turand most were filled for the big
quoise plumes, played his clarinet
from his mock SI. Charles Avenue weekend leading into Mardi Gras.
"The weekend was surprisingly
streetcar. It was the 46th time his
busy," said Earl Bernhardt, co-ownHalf Fast Walking Club had strolled
er of two bars and a blues club in
from Commander's Palace to the
the French Quarter. "The crowd is
Mississippi River front on Mardi
bigger and they're spending a lot of
Gras Day.
Fountain, 76, has missed it only money."
Three parades rolled Monday
once: last year, when he was recovering from heart surgery. About night, including Orpheus, the
glitzy parade founded by singer
200 marchers, including a second
Harry Connick Jr. Actress Patricia
band, accompanied him. This year
the entire group was costumed as Clarkson and New Orleans Saints
coach Sean Payton were celebrity
gypsies.
monarchs.
"I figured we'd be gypsies since
Big crowds lined the parade
everyone moved around so much,"
said Fountain, who lost his home in routes beginning late last week and
Bay St. Louis, Miss., to Hurricane
continued through Monday night.
Katrina along with musical instruBourbon Street also was packed
ments and his gold and platinum
with revelers.
records.
"We haven't paced ourselves at
Nate Gamache, 30, wore a miliall," said Tracy Brown, 25, of Dallas.
tary-style costume of cardboard
"We got here Saturday and I think
and duct tape with beads glued on. we've only had about three hours of
He had a beer in one hand and ansleep since then."

~TaIkin' Broncos win at tournament in Corvallis
oot-,

::: COURTESY UNIVERSITY
;;:
SERVICES

NEWS

University was third (87 points), the
University ofOregon fourth (72)and
host Oregon State fifth (69). Boise
The BoiseState speech and debate
State's senior team captain Barton
team won 39 individual awards and
Jackson (Eagle)received the Minette
rolled to an easy victory at the Wells Phillips Award as the tournament's
Memorial Forensics Tournament at . outstanding competitor.
Oregon State University in Corvallis,
Six of Boise State's seven twoOre., Feb. 9-11.The Talkin' Broncos member debate teams reached the
: dominated a field of 18 colleges and
tournament quarterfinals. In the
.,universities from California, Idaho, junior division of parliamentary de'Oregon and Washington, scoring bate, the teams of Regan Charlton
:374 team points to second-place
(freshman, Inkom) and Jordan Park
~Willamette University's 90. Pacific
(sophomore, Idaho Falls) and

..

'''.
'

Katy Iibben (senior, Boise) and
Sean Watson (junior, Kimberly),
both advanced from the semifinals
on 2-1 decisions and shared firstplace honors. In the senior division, Jackson and Chad Judy (junior,
Idaho Falls) tied for fifth place with
Wayne Rysavy (senior, Ramstein,
Germany) and Travis Walker (freshman, Idaho Falls). The junior division team of Ernest Dunlap (freshman, Kuna) and Evan Meriwether
(freshman, Boise) finished fifth, as .
did the novice division team of Ben

Bishop (sophomore, Meridian) and
Hillari Taresh (freshman, Pocatello).
ludy was named the "outstanding
debater" in the senior division and
joined Jackson, Park, Tyler Leatham
(freshman, Pocatello) and Watson
on the all-tournament debate team.
In individual speaking events,
Iibben led the Talkin' Broncos in
scoring with first-place finishes in
persuasive speaking and oral interpretation .of prose. Iibben also
earned third-place awards in informative speaking, speech to enter-

tain and poetry interpretation. She
also placed second in the pentathlon competition. Other top award
winners for BoiseState were Watson,
who was first in both rhetorical analysis and extemporaneous speaking,
and third in persuasive speaking;
Rysavy, who finished first in impromptu and third in program oral
interpretation; Jackson, who placed
first in informative speaking and
second in impromptu speaking;
Bishop, who was second in novice
impromptu and fourth in persuasive

speaking; Charlton, who was second
in informative speaking; Shannon
Morgan (freshman, Caldwell), who
was second in poetry interpretation
and Jennifer Manship (freshman,
Idaho Falls), who was first in novice
program oral interpretation.
The Talkin' Broncosconcludetheir
season in three weeks when they
defend their national title at the PI
Kappa Delta National Tournament,
hosted
by Central
Michigan
University in Mount Pleasant, Mich.,
March 7-10.
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WATCH THE OSCARS IN
STYLE ON OUR BIG SCREENI
Black tie attire is recommended but jeans and,t-shirts are okay!

racy Kidder
Pulitzer Prize Winner and author
of Mountains Beyond Mountains

'1'
II

Pick-the-Winner Contest
Best Dressed Contest
Great Food and
Drink Specials!
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Learn how ONE person
can chcinge the worlcll

709 E. Park Blvd. & Broadway Ave. -208-345·2919
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Dow Jones Industrial
, Average

12,73~.41 (- 48.23)

companies XM, Sirius announce plan to merge

, Nasdaq Composite'

2,518.42 (+ 5.38)
S&PSOO

1,4557.63 (- 2.05)

BY BILL HUTCHINSON
New York Daily News (MCT)

10 Year Bond

4.67% (- '0.43%)

LOCAL

------~--------------------Bank of America

(BAC)

53.91 (- 0.14)
Micron Technology

(MU)

11.97 (- 0.13)
Hewlett

Packard (HPQ)

41.10 (- 2.03)
Washington

Mutual (WM)

44.95 (- 0.56)
Qwest Communications

(Q)

8.32 (- 0.01)

TECHNOLOGY
Apple, Inc. (AAPL)

85.20 (+ 3.30)
Google Inc. (GOOG)

475.86 (+ 3.76)
Microsoft

Corporation

(MSFT)

29.35 (+ 0.52)
Motorola

XM and Sirius, the country's
only players in the lagging
field of satellite radio, plan
to make music together, announcing a $13 billion blockbuster merger Monday.
The two giants hope to join
forces by the end of this year to
provide a combined 14 million
customers with, programming
that will include both shock jock
Howard Stern and talk queen
Oprah Winfrey on the same
pay-to-play system.
The proposed marriage of
the
subscription-only
outfits has been rumored for
months
and
now
faces
scrutiny
from the Federal
Communications
Commission
and Justice Department before
it's a done deal.
"This combination is the next
logical step in the evolution of
audio entertainment," said Mel
Karmazin, CEO of New Yorkbased Sirius Satellite Radio.
, Karmazin will be CEO of the
united company, which has yet
to be named.
XM chairman Gary Parsons
will remain in that role in the

rent subscribers of each system
will not suffer interruptions in
service because, of, the merger.
But customers may have to buy
new receivers down the road to
get all the programs.
The biggest obstacle to the
merger will be getting around
anti-trust laws.
The FCC and the Justice
Department could see the merger as creating monopoly.
David Cavossa,
executive
director of the Satel1ite Industry
Association, said the feds will
have to decide "what is the
definition of t he radio market."
"If the FC,C decides this is
a different entity, it will be
more
difficult
to merge,"
Cavossa said.
~M and Sirius officials argue
their chief competition has not
been each other, but AM-FM radio, iPods and Internet radio. '
XM subscriber Mark Damin,
27, of Weehawken, N.J., said
he just hopes the merger improves reception.
"Youhave to be near a window
to get great reception," he said,
while shopping for an iPod at
the Best Buy in Chelsea.

a

PHOTOS COURTESY SIRIUS SATELUTE AND XM RADIO

new company, and XM CEO
Hugh Panero will oversee the
closing of the deal.
XM programming
includes
shows by Winfrey, Bob Dylan,
Tom Petty, Snoop Dogg, Opie
and Anthony and Major League

Baseball, while Sirius features
Stern, the National Football
League and Martha Stewart.
Separately, both companies
have seen a 40 percent dip in
their stock prices over the past
year because of an inability to

Inc. (MOT)

draw new subscribers.
Listeners pay between $20 and
$350 for a satellite radio receiver
and $12.95 a month for mostly
commercial-free service.
XM
radio
spokesman
Nathaniel Brown vowed cur-

18.90 (- 0.27)
Yahool Inc. (YHOO)

- 31.65 (- 0.36)

Wal-Mart starts selling downloadable movies,

FUN
Abercrombie

& Fitch (ANF)

89.20 (+ 3.30)
American

Eagle (AEOS)

32.08 (- '0.15)
eM
K

NIKE,Inc.

(NKE)

107.11 (+ 0.30)
AT&T Inc. (T)

37.21 (-0.15)
Walt Disney (DIS)

35.14 (+ 0.09)

CURRENCY
USD to Euro (EUR)

0.762 (+ 0.0016)
USD to Pound (GBP)

0.512 (+ 0.0001)
USD to Yen (JPY)

120.990 (+ 1.0200)
Gold

679.50 (+22.00)
Silver

14.26 (+ 0.45)
Numbers printed as of press time
CO R S

BY NATHAN

THOMAS

BlzTech Writer

GAS
PRICES

Can you imagine yourself buying movies for your computer?
Wal-Mart can. The retail giant unitsmo

Most of the new releases are retailing for $14.88. The older movies
start at $7.50.
Customers are also able to download current and older television
show episodes from the site.
from ~
such as
ongebob
perepi-.

an
put
It
Dow
ment
which
vi
tionof avallablamovies. The mpin
page advertises newly released
movies, such as "The Departed,'
"Marie Antoinette', and "Zoom."

ny's strategy to generate more revenue through Its online store. It
has reached agreements with all
six major movie studios - Warner
Brothers, Sony, 20th Century Fox,
Universal, Paramount, and Walt
Disney. Ada,
estimates that'
gin$

i

iI
Howe~er, W
towel after f~
market share f
Wal-Mart hopes its downloadable
service will be more successful, but
today the service is nowhere near
ideal. The beta (testing) version of

version
higherpr
Wal-Mart must improve its service quickly if it wants to be successful. The company is entering a
market with existing competitors.

Outsourcing trend will undoubtedly
BY NATHAN

THOMAS

manyernployees,
Apparel manufacturing-was be- send it across the WQrld,'Indiiland
However, businesses are increasing redirected to Asia in order to Chinaarenowthehotspotsforoutingly: exporting, their labor' in, an dramatically reduce wage expenses.
sourcing; India is popular because
, Sometimes it's a simple bottomeffort 10 stay competitive. Despite Other blue-collar trades soon fol- there is aslzeable amountof educatline decision. Should a company
protests, this practice shows no
lowed, The practice picked up and
cd peoplefhat speak English. ,
pay, its accountants $4,000 or sign ()fSloWing down or ceasing. also went to South Americit during
Outsourcing will likely continue.
" •$40,990 peryear?'I'hiskind of dect- FO~terResearchestiIilate$
that
the 1970sand 80s as other industries
',Today•.outsoUrcmg Is used ilia
~'sionhas become a' routine choicefroJt1,2(l{J9:to~015/a totalof3.3 mil- joined in.The controversy heated up , variety of fields incl,udiJ}giJianti-;
"flu:ingmanYu,s. companies. , " .1I011'tJriit¥,Statesjobswill be sent . in thelat~ 1990swiththe additi~n of - facturirtg,legalwork, architectUre,~
. OUtsourcing,,)iJr, the export,ing ,:; abroail; "esses
havelong been
white,.collar job!!; "'i«';;
accountlngandsofu\rate.,
'
q~~)J.ail~~lne!l)najoris!lue;'
'1het:he,aperlaborf()Ul1d
. ,White~~ollari'exporting:pl~,1teSearcJi:!.;lJre!liets$~~
~?untri~;
".:::·~~g,d~l~ped
,\lPwiththehe1R,ohhe
InternetandJwUl
~,, 'b"mo"
"
BizTech WrltElr

, "~~;D1~~e.,4·

p~~~~~~~~~ix:.
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Apple and Cinemanow are already
allowing consumers buy and download movies through the Internet
In addition, there are several
companies that allow movies to be
"rented' online.
.

continue
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Managing
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Getting over it
SHEREE WHITELEY
Culture

Columnist

LAPRAY
Editor

u
catch
me strolling
downtown
avenues,
like
.
a stumbling
wind tossed
east and west.
You catch me galloping
like
unherded
stallions
racing
on
western plains.
I catch myself looking like I need
refreshment
and take swallows of
midnight delight.
My lead leads me to Mardi Gras.
Fat Tuesday. I ain't even Catholic,
but who needs to be on this religious holiday? It's like being French
and celbrating
St. Paddy's Day.
Don't even try to lie. Mardi Gras is
for heathens and certainly for me.
Drunks
think
like calendars.
They celebrate days just because .
I went dow town Boise Feb. 20,
2007 and let my night drift into the
21st.
I sit now, beads strewn across
my chest, a Iingerin g
drunk,
like

annoying friend who doesn't. understand you don't want to hang out
anymore and you only need him to
. get the hell away before you hurl
into his lap to make him disgorged
and obtuse.
I gathered
beads outside the
SUB in the afternoon and took the
remainders
from last year off the
chandelier on my living room.
Imade tallies and took the young
Mr. Bryan Luptak downtown
to
shoot video for "Out of the Blue,"
but I am a shy bastard and shot
shoddy video walking up and down
Main Street with manic men and
lusty women throwing foul; vulgar
tastes my way.
I went to Dirty Little Roddy's, because I am a man of country filth.
I drank good, cheap shots with my
big sister and told the guys from out
of town that it was a country bar,
but not. "that kind of country bar."
Thelong islands were worse than
kool-aid and I ordered shots, always leery oflosing my ID and debit
card.
At the Main Street Bistro Iwalked
into the pisser and told the guys it
was like playing hopscotch in a battlefield, but the line to the ladies'
room was twice as long. I danced
when I could and waved in the mystery of alcoholic embraces.
I thought about writing this story under my alias, my pen name,
and hesitate to reveal it now, but
know that I only hide it still because
a young culture writer of similar
nomenclature
joins our staff this
week.
I brush back my hair, recently
cut, and close my right eye because
when Iopen it, the page is blurry.
I left the Bistro and headed to
The Balcony, despite my straight
tendencies (I like to dance) and
met there two ladies I love and

They were teasing me. The beautiful blue suede,
the five-inch
, !Wedge heels, the way that they add,,'ed a mile to my legs.
•', Gorgeous, yes. But there was just
.'one problem - the label. Jessica
Simpson.
"" Ever since that ridiculous blonde
, 'airhead had began her line of foot.'. wear, I had vowed never to buy it.
':'1; There had been many close calls
: !]Dillards and Macy's like to c1ear.; auce them to insanely low prices,
and, in all honesty, she does have
'g;ome really beautiful shoes.
"
But I had been subject to far
that
,,~oo many
episodes
of MTV's
;tNewlyweds"
to allow a cashier
;,):0 run my debit card for a pair of
.'.j~ssica Simpsons.
~;" Anyone who cannot tell the dif~terence between Thna of the Sea
::tind chicken, or can honestly think
. ;that buffalos may have wings does
i$)ot deserve any of my hard-earned
;)yaitressing
dollars.
~~; All of that changed with a week:)md in Washington.
',' Sunday, Feb. 18, I purchased my
first pair of lessica Simpson shoes.
;:., I got over my supreme hatred for
-' the starlet, broke down and purchased some of her fabulous footwear.
Maybe it was the perfectly sculptedwedge.
Maybe it was the additional-40percent-off tag on top of the clearance rack at Macy's.
Maybe it was the cashier ringing
up the wrong box and giving me the
shoes for half of what they should
have cost.
Maybe I was delirious with the
idea of being on vacation.
Or maybe, just maybe, something
in me had finally subsided and I
felt OK buying a pair of Simpson's
shoes.
Maybe I had gotten over my hatred of her and her stupidity.
:' This last idea about why I had
been able to purchase these shoes
seemed much more feasible when I
related it to other aspects of my life.
When I spied my first pair of capri
pants, I thought they were the most
ridiculous things in the world.
They're not shorts, they're not
pants, they're just short pants.
Surely "capri" must simply be another term for "high-waters." But, a
few months later, I had capri pants
hanging in my closet.
I had gotten over the complete
impracticality
of' the pants and
come to appreciate their contribution to the fashion world.
Similarly, when my relationship
':Ifthree and a half years didn't pan
out the way that I had envisioned it
would, I got over it.
. I can now see how much smarter
I am because it didn't work out and
how naive I was to believe that it
would.
: When my desire to go to fashion
school in Los Angeles, Calif. didn't
~ork out, I got over it.
: I stayed in Boise and have since .
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
of monologues which the Women's
made some of the best friends I
Assistant Culture Editor
Center website describes as "frank,
could ever have imagined and had
honest responses
from everyday
~ome of the most amazing opportu"VM=smut."
women that provide the audience
\lities presented to me that I could
"Reject VM"
the opportunity to examine some of
have ever hoped for.
.
"No rape is 'good rape."
the lessons that women are taught
; Maybe everything
happens for
These
messages
have
been
about their bodies and their sexualreason. Maybe it doesn't. Who
scrawled in chalk on sidewalks all
ity."
blows?
over Boise State University's camIn other words, the monologues.
The point Is, nothing is ever gopus. Their purpose? The messages
seek to educate the public on womIng to go as planned, and you have
act as protests to the BSU Women's
en's bodies and what they may have
, !o be able to re-evaluate what you
, thought was important. You have to
Center' annual production ,of Eve
been initially taught.
Ensler's Obie Award-winning
play
A little honesty never hurt any: .be able to get over it.
, "~If you can't, then you end up be"The Vagina Monologues."
one, so why proclaim "VM=smut?"
"The Vagina Monologues"
will
Because the play's subject matter has
:: coming the sad person that can't let
ifooradream.
.
open at the Student Union Special'
raised a f!!Weyebrows in the past
1- If you can't let go of what you
Events Center Friday, Feb. 23, markFor example, one monologue ti~.jhought
you should have, then
ing the seventh year it has run at
tied "The little Coochie Snorcher
BSU.
.
that Could,". describes a 16-year old
~iou11 never be able to enjoy the
; fhings that you do have.
.,
Eitsler
wrote
"The
Vagina
girl's sexual encounter with an older
after. interviewing
woman.
You'll never be able to enjoy tile .MonologueS;
,.. This monologtJe. provides theba-:.' ..
~lOrgeous shoes if}'l.!U. keepholdinl{ '-hundreds ofWomenabOi.tttbeirbOd:10nto yOur hlnred forthelabel;
.....
1l!S,partlctilarl)'theIrV2ginaS.· •..·..siStorthe8boVe.ChaIkitm·~N()'rape··.·····

another I love more, but she
was masked and danced with
me like she was elsewhere
and my Ally Cat doll let me .
hold her and kiss those lips
to tease me Into tender exultation.
I neverminded
the man
who grabbed my ass and let
the music move me because that's
howl roll.
We learn in this life that people
are all different; shapes and sizes.
styles and sexes blend like tequila
and margarita mix.
They all taste good to those looking for certain flavors.
I lost my love, my lover and
chased sidewalk dreams of composing a story without a happy ending. The blonde who held me on the
floor bailed. The masked woman
left me for another.
The late-night rain shifted to
snow, or sleet or some combination
too confusing for my eyes.
The wet drops fell like tears from
some orphaned sink and the sidewalk lusts of young men with beads
and women with breasts were left
lonely and used, as iftheholidaywas
for the amusement of some twisted
Catholic God and we heathens were
vomiting the goods back to O\lr givers, chasing daffodil dreams.
Then we' went to the Babylon
and smoked on hookas, wasted our
drunks inhaling the cream flavored
ecstasy of a new bar, but with water,
and lost friends were bitter, and
sweet athaving lost Tuesday hours.
In recollection, I'm not sure what
this holiday means.
It is concrete walls and I can't
peer in, but I throw my beads and
thrust my being at accomplishment
laced with failure, like golden toilets, still only used for collecting the
refuse we discard.

PHOTOS BY DUSTIN DAVISfTHE ARBITER

V for vagina: 'Vagina Monologues' plays at Special Events Center
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sion, it described

the young girl as
13-years old saying "if it was rape, it
was a good rape" after her encounter
with the older, sexually experienced
woman.
This sparked the argument that
the play celebrated rape.
The age of the girl later changed
and the line was removed.

,However, supporters of the play
local awareness and "anti-violence"
say it does more good than harm. In
groups.
fact, "The Vagina Monologues" beDespite all this, the play receives
came-a driving force behind a grassits fair share of criticism. Many sturoots movement called V-Day, the
dents have already voiced their dis"V" standing for "victory, valentine
approval through the challdngs on
and vagina."
'
campus.'
, '
, According to wwW.vday.org, "VFor students who have not viewed
Day is a global movement to stop
"The Vagina Monologues' yet, the
violence against women and girls. Vonly way to fairly evaluate the play
Day is a catalyst that promotes erefor themselves is to attend one of the
alive events to increase awareness,
performances thls weekend or read
raise money andrevitallze
the spirit
a copy of "The Vagina Monologues."
of, existing anti-violence organiza~The VaginaMonologties~
will
lions: V-Day. generates broader atplay atthe.SPEC
Feb. 23·25. All
tention for the fight to stop violence
.' perfotn1aJlces .will be8i!lBt.7 p,m.
againstwomenand
girls, includingTicketsar,eavaUablet}tt~ughSeleet.
tape, .battery, incest, female genital
a~Seat·. outlets •.;For .more .infohnamutilation (FGM) and semal' slavtio~ ()nBStrs, ProdUction;,visltthe
cry.". .
",.\Vofl1~n·sC~terWebSite·at
http://
.''Fhe\\'ehsite8lsOexplainithat
wi>Inenscenter.blJlseState.edl1;.····
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BY MICHAEL
Doping
the
Academy success story on the indie'film cirAwards is like doping any- cuit, neither one would've gotten
thing else. The tradition ex- all those nominations. Now: Is it
ists to later ask himself: Why unusual perhaps that a film of the
do you think they call quality of Clint Eastwood's "Letters
it dope? Nonetheless
From Iwo lima" ends up with a best
Chicago
Tribune
picture nomination? Yes,it is.
film critics Michael
Here's another question. Should
Phillips and Michael the Oscar telecast be trimmed
Wilmington
debated
down to a nice, tight two hours?
this year's Oscar prosMW: I've seen the Oscars alinost
pects over the course
every year since 1957.It's the kind
of two conversations re- of show that even when it's bad,
cently. The Oscars will be it's entertaining. I was present, in
handed out Feb. 25.
person, for the worst Oscar show
The
following
ex- in history, the one that Allan Carr
cerpts have been edproduced in 1989.
ited for length, and the
MP: Rob Lowe dancing with
merest whiff of any dis- Snow White!
respect voiced against
MW: To be there in the audithe Academy of Motion
ence, which was reacting the way
Picture Arts and Sciences.
the audience did to "Springtime
Michael Phillips: One for Hitler" in "The Producers" that
question that's be- was fun. But the fact is, the Oscars
ingthrown around
are a recognition of quality, a reclately is: Have the
ognition of community. I don't
Oscars
become
even like the idea of speeding
too elitist?
up the speeches. That's the price
Michael
.you pay for letting people express ,Barbra Streisand and Katharine
Wilmington: I themselves. It's the eccentric
Hepburn in 1968. But it would've
suppose what
speeches, the moments of personbeen nice to have a tie this year.
that means is: ality,people being embarrassing
Not gonna happen.
Do the nomithat's what good about the show.
nations tend to
MP: There are two kinds ofreguBest actress
go to low-grossing films that a rel- lar Oscar viewer: The people who
MP: Let's imagine an alternate
atively small number of people are
take the results of the Academy
universe, where Helen Mirren
going to sec? I would say that this
voting fairly seriously,' and the
is not in the running this year
thinking is a little elitist in itself, people like me, who don't, and
for "The Queen." Judi Dench for
because framing the question like who don't want a well-produced
"Notes on a Scandal" that'd probthat suggests there's an economic
tasteful evening, but who live for ably be your front-runner. In terms
the Rob Lowe/Snow White musicut-off point for the movies that
of sheer quality I'd be happy with
should be considered.
cal number. In the old days, the
any of the nominees in this catThe Oscars arc inherently elit- reliable laugh-getter was the cho- egory this year, really, but my fareographed dance sequence set to vorite female performance of the
ist on one level; they're supposed
to be rewarding the best movies.
the latest nominated James Bond year was Kate Winslet's in "Little
theme. To me, the Oscars lost Children."
The best movies sometimes gross
something when those went away.
a lot, like "Gone With the Wind"
The kind of work she's doing in
or "Casablanca," and sometimes
that film makes me think she has
they're movies that don't too well, Best actor
the goods to be one of the two or
MW: It's good that the Oscars
like "Citizen Kane." Thing is, it's
three actresses of her generation
have at least a few categories, in- that's on that Helen Mirren/Judi
not necessarily bad if the Academy
cluding best picture, with some
voters focus most of their attention
Dench level of quality.
suspense going for them, because
If Forest Whitaker wins for Best
on the lesser-grossing films. That
means they're making an effort to best actor, like best actress, has Actor and Helen Mirren wins for
been shut down quite a while in fa-, best actress, the unofficial co-winrecognize quality, not just big marvor of Forest Whitaker. He gave an
ner in each case is the screenwriter
ketingcampaigns.
I'
MP: I mean, forone.night a year, , inarguably brilliant performance,
.ofbdthThe Last King ofScotland"
as Idi Amin in "The Last King of and "The Queen," Peter Morgan.
can we shut up about the grosses,
Scotland," and it's the kind of perHe wrote parts neither of which
already? In Hollywood, more than
are in every frame of their movies;
any city on the planet, money is formance that usually wins Oscars
a colorful, blustering, psychotic
both films are more ensemble-orinever beside the point.
but oddly genial villain.
ented than people think that are
If "The Departed" hadn't been
MP: If there's an outside chance
very vivid, very sharply written.
a hit it's also a pretty good movie; you like it better than I do if for someone else, it's Peter O'Toole The writing isn't flashy, but it's
for "Venus."
very well-crafted.
"The Departed" hadn't been a hit,
MW: Oscars almost never have
MW: Judi Dench was my perif "Little Miss Sunshine" hadn't
ties, though it happened with
sonal favorite. 1 really loved that
turned into the great financial
performance.
But things con" '''t'
spire against her this time: "The
Queen" is probably a slightly better
movie, and Mirren's is a more
inspirational
performance,
because you see somebody going
through a change that to a certain
degree ennobles her.
Best supporting actor
MP: Boy, if it hadn't been for
"Norbit," Eddie Murphy would
have this locked up.
Everyone's all fussed up about
"Norbit," and how it's an undermining of Murphy's career the
latest undermining and yet, half
of Hollywood wakes up Monday
morning (after "Norbit" opens),
they look at the grosses, and

"Norbit" handily beats the competition. And there's a thought in the
back of everybody's minds: Well,
the guy can open a movie. So maybe this renders moot the question
of whether Murphy should be punished or scolded in some way.
MW: I think "Norbir" reminded
people ofthings that "Dreamgirls"
let them forget ... but Alan Arkin
is the kind of actor people would
like to award. He's been around
a long time; he's well-respected,
and his performance in "Little
Miss Sunshine" has a lot going
for it. Another nominee is Mark
Wahlberg, who surprisingly stole a
lot of "The Departed" from an extremely good cast.

'

PHILLIPS

AND MICHAEL

WILMINGTON
MeT

"Drearnglrls" is an award people
performances that have won in the
want to' see happen. I think what
supporting category over the years,
people really want is to have an
and it's not fair. A lead perforisolated camera on Simon Cowell mance has more juice, more lines,
(Hudson's "American Idol" nemmore time to establish itself.
esis, who voted her off the show)
There's a certain' art to comsomeplace so that we can see the
ing on and creating something
scowl on the face when she wins or so powerful in a few minutes or, a
more likely, an insincere grin.
few scenes that it lingers in peoOne thing bothers me ... I think - ple's minds. The classic example
they ought to be a little more careof that, of course, is Judi Dench ~n
ful about what they regard as a supporting performance and a lead
See Oscars [page 8]
performance. There have been lead

Best supporting actress
MW: There are certain Cinderella
stories you just can't stomp on,
and I think Jennifer Hudson for
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An 'f'.wordYQu
BY CARRIE FANNIN
Arbiter Staff

nere it
nys to Care

Don't you hate when people give
you that cheerful, happy, positive,
you-can-do-it attitude that makes
you want to slap them? Sort of what
I have done to you for the last two
weeks. "You too can do It, manage
your stress, get your homework
done, get a good night's rest," all of
that well-wishing Nike commercial enthusiastic crap about what
you are not doing. I know you arc
thinking, "If one more person tells
you what you are not doing and how
you can go about changing this crazy 100 mph life you are living, you
might say, 'I'll give you an 'F' word
to usel"
I am aware that we all have limited time and it makes it very difficult to get anything done, let alone
everything.
Believe me, I get it. ,And yes,

When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from your blood-plasma donations. '

Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
'-'orji,rtller information on
can help please call:

lOW )VU.

Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613

canuse

2.
Exercise - See webmd.
sometimes I get "fired up." "Fervid"
about slimming down, "frantic" com for SOInegreat ideas on quick
about getting good grades and "fa- workouts.
3.
Relax - take 15minutes at
natical" about being perfect. What?
No, you did not just say that. That is the 'end of each day, do it for you.
4.
Keep your friends close what Iam trying to convey to you.
You don't have to be perfect. You there is nothing like friends to help
don't have to be a size two, you don't you along the way.
I know that these tips are the
have to always get the highest grade
and you don't even have to be all same as last week, they must be imthat you can be all the time. Wait, portant or something.
And if, like me, you are working
isn't that an Army commercial?
The goal here is to have some fun, on losing weight for whatever realearn something to add to your life, son, you too will trip, fall and belly
remove something that's not work- flop on any given day.
Valentine's Day was a killer (I
ing or to deal with what's not worklove the Chocolate Lava cake at
ing in a better way.
Bardenay) and the weekend in
So just breathe, take a walk and
Seattle (fabulous Chinese food with
take a little time for yourself.
So continuing with tips for bal- great local beer) was only a speed
ancing your hectic existence, stick bump. So get back up and keep going. And yes, you can do it.
to the basics.
For updates on measurements
1.
Eat well- we all know the
and weight, go to myspace.com/cibasic food groups, eat something
fannin.
from each one every day.

A heavy alternative to music
BY DALE EISINGER

a microphone.
Hailing from Sait Lake City,
Utah, grind masterminds Gaza
While a sold-out, indle-rock lov- headlined with as much intensity
and brutality as a pressure cooker
ing crowd danced, swayed and
ooh-Ia-Iaed to The Shins in one of bursting with nails - the room was
hot and steamy by this point, the
Boise's most prestigious and oldest
music piercing the ear drums with
theatres, a crowd of about 25 peoa mind-rattling power that could
ple banged heads) snapped necks,
bruised bones and sweated all over only be realized by a talented group
of musicians on the vanguard of the
each other in a tiny room on the
heavy music scene: Guitars atonal
West Side oftown.
and guttural, drum beats blasting
A small tour packing the year's
through bodies, fast and chaotic.
biggest punch yet was rolling
Vocalist John Parkin's 6-foot-7through The Slaughterhouse, ininch frame was as intimidating as
fested with bedlam.
,This was a loud, fast, heavy show his screams. Towering above all in
and it could not have been any attendance and with microphone
in hand, he crashed around the
more of a contrast to The Shins'
room, shrieking mighty bursts over
mellow rock.
the guitarists' blistering fret board
Boise
hardcore
vets
work.
Hummingbird of Death provided
Half way through Gaza's set, his
chaotic local support, as did Behold
bald head dripping, Parkin noticed
the White Horse and Red Scare.
Out-of-town talent included EI a majority of the people (including
Cerdo, playing a frantic and grave himself) were nude from the waist
up, torsos gleaming with sweat.
brand of technical hardcore.
He scanned the faces of the
This sound riled the crowd up
crowd, and apparently judging
enough to lift vocalist Josh Greene
most individuals seedy, remarked,
above their heads as he screamed
"I think I may have just gotten hepso loud he could be heard without
Culture Writer

,.

Oscars

[from page 7]

BEST DIRECTOR
MP: I think the surest of all
sure things in this year's Oscars
is Martin Scorsese winning for
"The Departed:' Even if it weren't
a pretty good picture, I think he'd
win. If it were his worst film, he'd
win, because at some point the
Academy gets to feeling collectively
sheepish about the fact that
Scorsese has not won yet ...
although I find it somewhat bittersweet that when Scorsese wins,
it'll be for his most impersonal,
least idiosyncratic work.
MW:I don't knowifl think it's one
of his great works; I don't know if it
holds up strongly enough the second time through ... but what has
sabotaged Scorsese all these years
and it would be amazing, in a way,if
"The Departed" is the film that gets
him off the hook is the violence and
bad language, the old proprieties ...
"The Departed" is a violent film, it's
a profane film ... it's not the highest
level Scorsese, but it's a high-level
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er hurts to playa queen.

..

atitis," This was a laughable segue
into the crowd-favorite "Moth,"
which finally saw- the band settle
into a 'recognizable drum-groove
under the screams of "we support
your cause," crushing in its sudden
dominance.
This saw many desperate fans
grabbing at the mic for a realistic
chance to be a part of the band, if
only for a second.
As the musicians set their equipment down after a seriously dangerous set, the room released a
great spume of steam into the frigid night, the knot of panting fans
looked like fire-breathing demons
being released from a cave, steamy
gasps catching in the moonlight.
It was beautiful in a severely disjointed way,
It seemed obvious that everyone
attending had undergone some sort
of cathartic release. From the most
frantic moshers, to the seemingly
confused girls who danced on each
other like it was Club Skin, everyone left sweaty and smiling, having
paid a mere $5 to be tossed around
and smashed like wet cement in a
blender,

~'~~~;">;~j:i0~<:~~:,L~:~::,~~~:~~/~~;<~-:"

job by a great director.
BEST PICTURE
MP: Earlier on there was a lot of
feeling that "The Departed" would
win; then you started seeing more
and more critical support and some
awards for "Babel," my least favorite
of the five best picture nominees.
The other strong contender
in this category would be "Little
Miss Sunshine," which has won
a fair number of awards lately,
and might split the vote between
"The Departed" and "Little Miss
Sunshine." I don't know, I'd say it's a
close call between "Sunshine" and
"Babel:'
MW:If you look over the list, "The
Departed" is the only mass-audience studio film. And the fact that
it was directed by Scorsese, lending
the material his usual movie-conscious touch, that elevated it ...
- I think right now it's tilting
slightly toward "Babel:' It's more
the type of movie that wins Oscars.
Comedies don't usually win Oscars,
even great comedies. "Babel" is a

PHOTO COURTESY

MCT

socially conscious film, very ambitious, supremely well-made ...
MP: Although I'd argue that it's
utterly apolitical. Ope of the things
that held me back on "Babel" is that,
for a film that's about the here and
now, I found it devoid of any meaningful political discussion.
MW: Well, it's not utterly devoid
of politics ... obvlously it touches
on issues like illegal immigration,
terrorism. Whether it touches on
them the way you want them to.
I have a feeling that it is still a fivefilm race.
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BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant

Culture Editor

causing his family and neighbors
to doubt his sanity.
After the FBI, CIA and US military investigate, Farmer risks losing
his ranch.
His conflict results in a feel-good
movie about following your dreams
and all that pleasant jazz.
Virginia Madsen also stars as
Farmer's wife.

The Abandoned
Attempting to uncover family seGray Matters
crets is never a good idea, especialFamily time is great. Butthe main
lywhen the secret involves death by
characters of "Gray Matters" find
unknown causes.
out that too much family time can
But the main' character of "The
get sickening,
Abandoned" doesn't know that.
"Gray Matters" starts out as a stoAn adopted filmmaker (Anastasia
ry ofsiblings Grayand Sam (Heather
Hille) returns to her native Russia
Graham and Tom Cavanagh) who
to discover the truth about her bioare so close, some people think
logical parents' deaths,
, they're dating.
She tracks down their farm and
They decide they need to find
upon her arrival, strange things bereal dates and help each other find
gin to happen.
the perfect guy and girl.
Apparitions haunt her and' she
However, conflict arises when
begins to unravel the mystery beSam finds his dream girl (Bridget
hind her parents' disappearance.
Moynahan) and Gray must deal
with it. Molly Shannon and Sissy
Spacek also star.
The Astronaut Farmer
Who needs NASAto build a rocket? Not Billy Bob Thornton.
The Number 23
Ex- as t ron au t -t u me d . fa rmer
Jim Carrey has created a caCharles, uh, Farmer (Thornton)
reer out of making people laugh.
begins construction on a rocket, Whether it's "Ace Ventura," "Liar,
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Liar" or "Bruce Almighty," Carrey
never hesitates to deliver a fearlessly hilarious performance.
However, every once in awhile,
he changes it up, like in "The
Number 23." This new thriller follows Walter Sparrow (Carrey) as
he obsesses over a book he found
that appears to tell the his life story.
But the book tells of a murder that
hasn't happened yet. Also, he finds
that everything in his life adds up to
the number 23, the key to the book's
mystery.
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On the indie scene
51 Birch Street
Yet another feature about family
secrets. Where will this one take
us?
"51 Birch Street"
follows
Documentary Filmmaker Doug
Block's real life father, recently widowed, who remarries and moves to
Florida. Block visits his father's old
house one more time and discovers
his mother's journals. After looking
through them, and interviewing
family and friends, Block discovers
that he never fully understood his
parents or their marriage.
"51 Birch Street" opens at The
Flicks on Feb. 23.

Forget America, Borat
comes to BSU campus
BY CHARITY

VARNER

Culture Writer

Sacha Baron Cohen, a British
Comedian who ingeniously captures the role of "Borat,' a main
character in the self-titled movie
full of laughs, shock and a rare insight into our nation's own ignorance and prejudices entertained
Boise State students in a showing
last Thursday, Feb. IS, as part of the
Boise State film series.
Borat is a reporter traveling to the
"U.S and A"to conduct a documentaryentitled, "Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit Glorious
Nation of Kazakhstan."
Borat embarks on his assignment
along with his producer, Azamat,
and together they chronicle the culture of America to shed some light
on how Kazakhstan can Imitate the
success of a first world nation.
Upon arriving in America, Borat
first becomes acquainted with the
harsh reactions that come along
with the misunderstanding of certain cultural norms.
For example, in most European
countries a kiss on each cheek is
customary when greeting another
person, even if you just met them.
But Americans don't just go around
kissing everybody, especially when
they first encounter a new face.
Those kisses are saved for immediate family, special friends and
significant others.
Borat, oblivious to this fact, takes
a leisurely ride on the subway to
find that the other passengers have
no interest in meeting him.let alone
being kissed by him.
He is threatened and smacked,
a few times for his ignorance of
Western social etiquette.
Borat is in essence the poster boy
for the ignorant.
:
He acts as ifhe knows everything,
yet understands nothing. Almost
every cultural stereotype is encountered and expressed through
his character.
He depicts the worst stereotypes
of women, African, Americans,
Jews, Christians, Muslims, hom?
sexuals, gypsies, rednecks, southern socialites, etc.
I'
.
Every person watch ng can relate
to at least one ofthe groups, resultIng in feeling offended to some de-

gree,

.

I

The stereotypes of women as
having smaller brains than men
and being useful only as objects for
the pleasure of these same men offended me personally, yet I found
myselflaughtng (most of the time).
The scenes depicted are so offensive that they're actually funny.
The most offensive (or, rather, ridiculous) scene involves Borat and
his obese producer, Azamat, no
clothing, a hotel room, anger and a
wrestling match.
For those who have seen the
movie you will without a doubt
know that which I am referencing.
Personally, I feel the audience's
reaction to this particular scene exemplifies the main reaction of the
entire movie.
As the naked wrestling match
of these men unfeld, the audience
became silent - most likely feeling
an out of body experience of disbelief, followed by disgusted groans
of shock. Finally, by the end of
the scene, the theatre erupted in
laughter.
Borat's exploits throughout his
journey arc raw and often unbelievable. The content has raised many
an eyebrow and brought upon itself
an array oflawsuits. These lawsuits
range from a Romanian village suo
ing filmmakers for $30 million for
implying the documentary was
about Romanian poverty to fraternity brothers from the University
of South Carolina, who say they
were misled about the purpose of
the movie. Currently, there are four
lawsuits pending. Considering all
ofthese legal issues, one must ask,
why all the controversy? The answer is complicated. On the surface
it seems that Borat says and does
things that are culturallyunacceptable and breaks the rules of "social
politeness." People are offended by
such conduct to the point of taking
legal action. But maybe it's deeper than that. Could it be because
"Borat" isn't just some 'movie trying
to gain laughs by being outrageous,
but rather the main character is the
accumulation of the ignorance of a
nation? That's a strong statement
to make, but think about it. All of
these cultural stereotypes exist in
the real world. If you took America
and gathered all our stereotypes
and formed a man out of them, I
think his name would be Borat.
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I'm sorry - does my vagina Intimidate you?
The way we see it .. ~

BY SHANNON

Books are good

ll' it's that time of year
again folks, the "Vagina
Monologues" back at
. Boise State University.
Every year there is a small uproar on
campus from a group of Vagina-hating
students who believe the play is about
child molestation, homosexuality and
man hating.
These poor confused young souls why are they so bothered by this play?
Did they forget that when Eve Ensler
wrote "The Vagina Monologues," she
interviewed hundreds of women about
their views on sex, relationships and
violence against women?
This play Is not the meanderings of
one vagina, writing from a perspective
that is un-relatable to most vaginas in
today's society. Admittedly, there are
parts of the play that make me uncomfortable too, but sadly, that's the role
we've put our vaginas In these days.
Talking about the feelings a woman
(or a man) who has been the victim
of a sexual assault is not comfortable
- not by any stretch of the imagination.
Being honest about the reality ofwhat a

Wj

On Tuesday, The Boise City Council
voted unanimously to approve a plan for
constructing four new branch libraries.
The plan calls for $2.5 million in capital
costs and $410, 000 in initial operating
funds, which will come from the city's
budget for the branches.
That's a lot ofbooks.
A lot of books that are definitely needed. After all, books are what makes you
smart, right? Books give us information,
entertain us, allow us to take journeys
in and expand our minds, and all that
good stuff. Without them, our futures
look bleak.
Yes, that is quite a chunk of change. But
the benefits will be infinite. Children
will be smarter. Children. The people
that will lead the world some day.
And while the new storefront libraries will be small, they will contain huge
amounts of knowledge, just waiting to
be gobbled up by hungry minds.
Besides filling minds, books are good
for a variety of other things. They can
give you a boost when sitting in a short
chair. .
Elderly, shrinking people can see over
the steering wheel.
They give lonely people friends.
Fictional friends, but friends none the
less.
They give English majors a reason to
live, and not have to take real classes.
Balancing them on top of your head
aids in creating poise and stature.
Throwing them at people creates an
excellent hit.
Hauling an abundance of them across
campus every day increases personal
fitness.
Of course, all .of these things are not
to be done in the vicinity of the new libraries.
Television and the Internet are entertaining and useful.
But there's something about curling
up with a good book on a rainy day that
just cannot be replaced.
The new libraries will be placed in the
Hillcrest and Collister shopping centers
this year, construction will begin on a
west branch at Cole and Ustick roads.
The fourth is planned for Bown
Crossing. The dispersement of the new
branches will bring books closer to a variety of people.
Instead of trecking miles or battling
traffic to get to the library, you will be
able to walk down the street.
Now the trick is to get those people
to read more books. So go to a library,
a book store or borrow a book from a
friend.
Just pick one up and bask in the joy
that books provide.

should

now

lot of those victims experience In their
minds, with their bodies and the torment their souls go through, is not an
easy task either.
I imagine it would be difficult to
open up the box some of these critics
live in and consider the perspective of
the Vaginas those monologues are in-

C'.

I would invite Mr. Sawmiller to
.evaluate this perspective of marriage
from that of a woman who has survived
a sexually, physically and emotionally
abusive marriage.

spired by.
"Marriage is described as a prison, a
place where no woman can be happy,"
Jonathan Sawmiller wrote in his guest
opinion, "the rape of decency at Boise
State" in reference to a perceived theme
(or perhaps a specific line) in the play
that he has never actually seen.
I would invite Mr. Sawmiller to evaluate this perspective of marriage from
that of a woman who has survived a
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or companions. Nor is it secret vagina
code for, "Round up all the wieners,
we're gonna have us a roasting!" This is
a cry for help, a call to action and a sign
of encouragement for women who may
have lived through that kind of trauma
or are currently experiencing it.
Unless he himself has actually lived
through it, I respectfully request he not
pass judgment on a vagina that actually has and wanted to express her anger

paigns, showing that any country deciding to support terrorists will be subjected
to destruction. How long do you think a
Democrats successfully gained a majorcountry would continue to fund attacks
ity in Congress by the votes of Americans
on Americans knowing that we will retaliwho seem to be disappointed by the direcate with death, destruction and-economic
tion they were led by George W. Bush and
hardship? The wars would be significantly
his supporters. Whatever policy would have shorter, fewer American military casualbeen right in regard to defeating terrorists,
ties would result and terrorists would lose
evidence and reason suggest that the one training and funding.
our president chose was incorrect. What
President Bush chose his own path bematters now is gettlag ltrlght. Congress has
cause he either had more motives for gobegun Its fight against Bush's plans and it ing to war with Iraq than just protecting
seems that the president is going to have to Americans against terrorism. or he didn't
rethink things much more than he likes to.
want to implement. a successful InUitary
Recently the president has Initiated his
strategy. Whatever reasons" hehad.rthey
"The New Way Forward," which is based
should be questioned and learned from. We
on;
should ask questions like;
.
1. Let the Iraqis lead"
Is' establishing liberal: democracies:] in
2. Help Iraqis protect the population
other .countries a wortht::g6vethm~ri~: re3. Isolate extremists
sponsibility?,'
.'. .
4. Create space for political progress
Is the American goverh:menf):espons!ble
5. Diversify political and economic
for the safety of non, citizens aswellas cltiefforts
.
zens?
",'
6. Situate the strategy In a regional
What errors led to a m'isconcelvedthteat
approach.
in Iraq and a poorly designed,war1'
The main premise used by the president
Should a war plan be sUPIlOrtedif it placfor his approach is, "The War on Terror canes the lives offoreigners above-!\mericims?
not be won if we fail in Iraq: Our enemies . The current. foreign policy seems to be
throughout the Middle East are trying to placing the lives of the people.oCIran and
defeat us in Iraq. If we step back now, the
Syria above'ours, Not that the lives of nonproblems in Iraq will become more lethal
Americans: areinherentlYJeS$·valuable,
and make our troops fight an uglier battle
but we have ourgoverhmenl and they have
than we are seeing today."
theirs. If they wantourgoverhntent to proIt seems the president hasn't deeply con- teet theirrlghts, then they should become
sidered any alternatives, other than the
citizens.,If their gov:ernnumts"don't want
withdrawing of all military efforts in Iraq or to lose A':ivilJanlives"theyshouldn't
suphis idea of creating a friendly stable region
port anti-Aniericanterrorlsts, If they supby letting "the Iraqis lead."
porti~ ,'.
; the cMll1m deaths resultWhat about withdrawing from Iraq andingfrc;i
' .. attacksarethelr government's
then destroying. the real supporters of,;:';
'sqonercountries
learn they can't
Islamic terrorism· Iran and Syria? If ,t\l.e\:
'e~icaand get away with it, the
government .intelligence thinks these' ar~.
.~retlU'eat
of Islamic terrorism will
the countries supporting terroriwatta" ' .. '
iJia,t~:T.,'i:,.·
.
against Americans, then it shoHt4;~, ··.;~nl'l,~iU~,#r
was pretty. This is a sad
ate instead of considering dipl0ttla!lY;
9fJ1fe.,A,U gehths resulting from retaliayou have a meeting with a murderei-:~oi
ire'theJa\itthfthe initiator offeree, not
aboutreforming his actions so th~l~~f
'~A~:r~tt;I#i~g:Thenation that attempts
have saferneighborhoods? I don't thiri~., .. '. .
).1sa¢cepting the consequences
The error in this administration's ap~;:;i{
dri~.)~~li~n.natjons support peoproach is its dwelllng on creating democ- '
. '. ';':p,kUIAmericans and do kill
racies. As we have seen, this isn't the best
" .....' ..... e~en it is proper
way to subdue enemieaIraq is chaos and
' . !Ire war and carAfghan!s~ll!lrsfl!l!l!~!1'g.s.tilt,
ry It .\!hat
when
What would our wai-shave looked like if - the majol:y/?, ."
sea policy,
the president's goals were just to stop at- it is Iikely~t~becori:~ctediWeha~e a new
tacks against Americans? :Wewouldn't be Congress. ',;.:.;;,."i,"'''''''·'·'
.,,..
bothering with establishing new governWe have a president with a mistaken new
ments for countries that harbor terrorists.
plan. Still more needs to be done before the
We would run strategic bombing cambest for Americans is realized.
Opinion Writer

EDITORS

1910 University

sexually,physlcally and emotionally
abusive marriage. Perhaps a tour of a
battered women's shelter would help to
illustrate this perspective.
Intel1igent people can reason Eve
Ensler is not making a desperate plea to
all women to immediately divorce their
loving, caring and worthy husbands

What is winning a war?

The way we see it is based on the majority opinions
of The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board
are Drew Mayes. editor-ill-chief; Troy Sawyer, business
manager; Heather English, production manager; Dustin
Lapray, managing editor; Harsh Mantri, online editor;
and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.

y

MORGAN

Opinion Writer

in this manner. ,
Every word in this play relates to the
vagina (or some physical aspect of the
female body) be it through sex, love,
rape, menstruation, mutilation, masturbation, birth, orgasm, etc.
Not surprisingly, my vagina has experienced some ofthe same things the
vaginas in that play have experienced.
Not just my vagina but also my heart,
my mind and my soul - so I can relate
to both the pain and the empowerment
this play represents.
I can also respect it for what it is: a
piece of beautiful art and an inspiration to thousands.
In the beginning of his article, Mr.
Sawmiller lamented the fact that men
are not invited to audition for "The
Vagina Monologues."
Ifhe (and his sympathizers) are truly
offended by this and feel they are being discriminated against (which I am
in no wayan advocate of) I feel we can
come to a simple compromise that will
make everyone happy.
Next year, I propose we let him recite
the monologue "The Angry Vagina"
and ifhe has trouble locating one (since
he, in fact, does not have a vagina) rest
assured - he can borrow one of ours.

More fees? It's
time for BSU to
spread the wealth
BY CAROL

BEDARD

Guest Opinion

Fees, fees, fees and more fees.
Boise State can build all that it
needs for the "major athletics" programs - they always have funding
for that. Maybe some of that money
can he used for academics and other things on campus besides a new,
improved, updated stadium and
new facilities for those athletes.
What about the rest of the school
and the other sports on campus besides football, basketball, gymnastics and tennis? It's not just about
the major sports programs. Don't
get me wrong ... I10ve sports.
I'm involved in a club sport on
campus and we don't get crap, we
have to go out and find sponsors
or do fund raisers to get money: we
don't even have our own facility
to get together as a group to train
in - they make us rent space if we
need it.
Seems like everything else is
sitting on the back burner except
what's needed for the major sports
on campus. The money scales are
totally tipped in their direction
with the rest of us having to fend for
ourselves.
I would really like to see a pool
at the Campus Recreation Center
as it would greatly benefit our club
and also everyone who is sick of the
inconvenience of the current
pool in the annex building.
I'd also like to see more
money go toward the club
sports. We're not the big
money-making sports on
campus but we do exist.
Last year a few members
of our club went to
Reno for Collegiate
Nationals and represented BSU In
Triathlon. We had a
little money for that
trip but this year
we don't have the
funds to travel
and represent our school,

as we would all have to fly to where
it is held this year.
We're a small club and our sport
is growing. It would be nice to get
a little bit of what the more recognized sports get A little money and
support when one ofus competes in
an lronman race would be tremendous.
We're a club, but we compete individually and most of you have no
idea what kind of money it takes to
get involved in our sport, much less
what kind ofcommitment Ittakes to
',' train for a race ofthat stature - with
very little financial help or support
from our school.
Students are going further and
further into debt with loans to pay
for these increases in books, tuilion and fees, fees, fees and more
fees - it makes me ill to think about
how much my education is costing.
I don't mind paying for things that
will benefit all of us, and not just the
major sports programs. How about
a little for the rest of us, if we're all
paying for it?

Carol Bedard
is a student at Boise State

--'I-;;'I-'/--:-f/~=-~

guest opinions and letters to the editor may columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
in the academic community and often will
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu- be controversial, but they do not represent
racy of statements made in letters to the the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ- . any organization the author may be affiliers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
ated with unless it is labeled as such.
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[SIDE
LINES]
BSU football offers
autograph opportunity

In conjunction with Boise State
:' University's newly released 2006
" Commemorative
"Perfection"
'" DVD Bronco football players and
coaches will be signing autographs
L and meeting
fans this Saturday
· ..(Feb. 24) at two locations In the
· Treasure Valley.
, The team will be separated into
:" two groups with the event running
· . from 10 a.m, to 1 p.m. Half of the
Bronco team will be at the Boise
"Towne Square Mall and the oth, er half at the Albertsons store on
Cherry Lane andTen Mile.
" The fan meet and greet at the Mall
will take place upstairs outside the
Blue and Orange Store and near the
, . entrance to Dillard's.
Head Coach Chris Petersen will be
on hand at the Cherry Lane and Ten
Mile Albertsons during the threehour autograph session. A complete
list of the location of Bronco players
can be found at www.broncosports.
com.
TheCommemoratlve"Perfection"
DVD's will be available at both locations as well as Bronco Fiesta Bowl
and WAC championship merchandise.
The
2006
Commemorative
"Perfection" DVD contains an unprecedented four hours of footage,
including the "Quest For Perfection"
, season
review,
game-by-game
highlights, the top 20 plays of 2006
"and new features, Including Coach
Pete "Wired", the Ian for Heisman
· Highlight Video and Drawing Up
, The Fiesta Bowl Finish.
The "Perfection" DVD is available at the BSU Bookstore, Treasure
Valley Albertsons, Fred Meyer,
,Costco and Walgreens stores, the
, Blue and Orange Store in the Boise
, Towne Square Mall and Pro Image at
'. the Karcher Mall. Proceeds from the
" DVD, which retails for $19.95, go to
:l.the Bronco Football Enhancement
Fund.

Stee1head charity gives
$12,750 to St. Luke's
Idaho Steel heads fans showed
" their generosity byhelping to raise
· $12,750 for St. Luke's Center for
, Heart and Vascular Health at a oneof-a-klnd jersey auction that kicked
, off Feb. 14.
.
There has been $133,000 raised
over the past several years with
similar jersey auctions benefiting
various causes at the hospital. Last
, . year's Pink In the Rink raised a record $21,791 for breast cancer care
and treatment.
All of the funds raised from this
year's event will go to St. Luke's for
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of heart and vascular diseases
and conditions.
More than 250,000 Americans die
of sudden cardiac arrest each year,
resulting in nearly one death every
two minutes.
More heart procedures are performed at St. Luke's Center for Heart
and Vascular Health than at any
other hospital In Idaho.
The team wore the jerseys for the
three-game series against the Las
Vegas Wranglers. Fans bid on their
·favorite player's sweater or bought it
outright for $1,500.
• Ajersey autographed by the entire
Steelheads team was also raffled
off. The players presented their jerseys to the winning bidders imme" diately following the Saturday, Feb;
17,game.

Gymnastics eains second
WAC award
Boise State gymnast DeAvera
Todd was named Western Athletic
.....Conference Specialist of the Week
for the week of Feb. 19. The award
is Todd's second such honor of the
season.
The freshman from Atlanta, Ga.
(Southwest Dekalb HS) posted a career-high 9.850 on beam capturing
her first title in the event.
The newcomer, who also'. finished second ill the all~arollDd at
the quadrangular
meet, Fell. 17,
now hils six event Wins this season.
The Bronco gymnasts return t()
action March 2, when they hosta
quad 'meet with UCDavis, .Oregon
StateUrijVilfsitylUld SeattlePaciflc
U~lYat7P.tn.
lit.theTaco ~eU
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Searching for three:
BSU mens track and field searches for
third consecutive WAC championship
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports

Editor

Boise State's Head Trackand Field
Coach Mike Maynard has the men's
track team-prepared to make a run
at Its third consecutive Western
Athletic Conference Championship
trophy.
The Broncos swept the indoor,
and outdoor WAC championships
in 2006, which puts the men on the
verge of establishing a stronghold
over the rest of the conference with
a first-place finish at this weekend's
Indoor championships.
The men have shown well In all
four Indoor meets of the 2007 season and Maynard said he Is confident the Broncos are In the middle
of a three-team race for the WAC
title. Maynard and his staff prepare
pre-meet assessments that help
give the coaches an idea of where
thetearn will likely fall into the mix.
Although Coach Maynard didn't

identify which three teams he feels
are vying for the crown, he did say
he expects a battle to the finish.
"On the men's side In the last few
years when we won our championships We were quite dominant,"
Maynard said. "Its going to be
quite an exciting meet if all the
teams and all the competitors compete as they're able. As a coach It's
not really what I want to encounter. I like the dominating victories
rather than the close wins. But the
good news Is both the men's and
women's - we're In the thick of
things. We're in the hunt."
Throughout the Indoor season
the Broncos enjoyed success In the
distance running events and also
In the jumping events in the field.
Senior 1'y Axtman led the Broncos
In the final two meets ofthe regular
season with back-to-back victories
in the mile. Axtman won the 2007
United Heritage meet with a 4 minute, 20.15 second time.

A week later Axtman cut~ve..
riple jump at all four Indoor
seconds off hls.rime, wlnning1bftllijij)'eets this season.
Boise State Team Invitational with
Coach Maynard feels secure In
a time of 4:15.97.
the field, despite a lack of depth In
David Walden has become accusthe throwing events. The Broncos
tomed to winning In the Jackson's
must show well In some of the
Indoor Track Facilities In Nampa,
events they aren't expected to place
winning three of the four Indoor
high In if they are to have a shot at
meets this season. Walden's worst
the title. One of those areas is the
placing ofthe spring came in the fI- sprints. Maynard said he hopes
nal meet of the year where he stili
Marlon Douglas can provide some
garnered a second-place finish.
unexpected "sleeper points" with a
Walden jumped 2.06 meters in fast time in the 60-meter dash.
his first win of the '07 season and
"Although he's not in the top scoraiso in his second-place finish.
ing positions, we feelthat ifhe has a
Coach Maynard said he Is confident
good meet he's going to be able to
Walden will be able to continue his
do that," Maynard said.
dominance In Nampa at the Indoor
The men will be one of five teams
Championships.
competing for the Indoor charnplJoining Walden in the Broncos'
onship title this year.
push to control the jumping
"We're going into a championevents is Zacharias Amos. Amos
ship with the opportunity to win,"
was named WAC track athlete
Maynard said. "In neither case I
of the week after jumping 15.54 would say we're the favorite. But
meters in the triple jump at the
that doesn't matter anyway, it's who
BSU Team Invitational. Amos won
wins the meet."

st time for everything:
,

BSU women's track and field eyes first

WAC Championship in.program history
.
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BY JAKE
Sports

l~;·.·_·:l',,'I"·I~,·!·,:d·;~,\'

GARCIN
Editor

Since jommg
the Western
Athletic Conference in 2001 the
Boise State women's track and
field team has yet to win a WAC
championship. Despite competing
for both the indoor and outdoor
championship
every season, the
coveted championship trophy still
ngers on the Broncos' to-do list.
. " the women enter the 2007
Indoor
Championships
ay, BSU Head Coach Mike
Maynard said he feels this could
be the year the BSU women make
history.
"The women's team is so vastly
improved," Maynard said. "They
are very hungry to win their first
WAC championship.
With that
said - there's virtually a dead
heat between us and a couple of
other teams."
The women will be competing
in a field of ten teams, but coach
Maynard said his staff feels the
women are in the middle of a three
or four team championship race.
As with the men's team, Maynard
feels the women's title hopes could
rest on one or two events.
"On the women's side there's
three teams within five points of
each other," Maynard said. "That's
the bad news. Fortunately, the
good news Is our women's team
is among them, which means if
we come out of this championship
having a good, solid performance
from our ladies, then we have
ari opportunity to walk away with
a championship."
The women have shown well In
all four of the regular season indoor meets this year. They have
excelled in. the distance running events as well as the field
events .. Jumpers Eliml .Kafourou
and Theodora Xylaki have stolen
the headlines so far this spring
with impressive performances in
the .trlple.. high and .long jumps.
Kafourou has shown consistency

~

in her Improvement after starting
the year with a triple jump measure
of 12.73 meters and a second place
finish In the Hampton Inn and
Suites Classic. In the third meet of
the season Kafourou jumped 13.02
meters - her best jump this year.
She has also garnered a first-place
finish this year in the long jump
with a 6.12-meter measure.
Xylaki has been the Broncos' No.
1 high jumper all season long. She
has won three of the four Indoor
meets, jumping her highest measurement of the season in week
two (1.73 meters).
Coach Maynard expects the
distance running events and the
team relays to be strengths for
the women on the track side of
the indoor championships. Becky
Guyette,
Breanna
Sande
and
Kendra Hernandez have all placed
In the top five in the mile on multiple
occasions
this
year.
Coach
Maynard hopes the BSU sprinters
can match the distance runners'
success and put pressure on all
aspects of the track meet.
"We've. got ladies in every event
who have an opportunity to score,"
Maynard said. "We have the
portunity to make a breakthrough
In the sprints. So people can step
up in areas that aren't necessarily
our strong events but we can score
more points that people expect:
Coach Maynard also feels that
the women's biggest attribute this
season Is their relentless pursuit of
a championship. He said the team
uses the motto of World War IIicon
Rosie the Riveter - ·We can do it" to keep themselves drtving toward
their goals.
"They're poised on the verge of
great success," Maynard said. ·We
are still young, but the coaches and
I feel like we finally have young ladies who are driven to win, are talentedand are improving. Whether
we win a championship or not, I
can tell you this women's. team,
in the next few years, will win a
championship."
.
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BY BRIAN
Sports

LUPTAK

Columnist

There Is no doubt University of
Colorado Head Football Coach Dan
Hawkins has had a stressful year.
On more than one occasion I've
pondered how he must feel about
leaving a Fiesta Bowl Championship
team to coach Colorado to a 2-10 record. It must be discouraging, to say
the least. However, through it all
Hawkins has been fairly collective
and optimistic.
'
Knowing it was only his debut
season with the Buffaloes he somehow accepted an opening day loss
to Montana State University. He
even kept his sanity after losing the
next five games as well. When' all
was said and done Colorado was 26 in the Big 12 and next to last in the
conference. Still, there wasn't much
to be heard from Hawkins.
The truth is, Colorado has had
a fairly weak program. I think
Hawkins was ready to accept a
season like this as part of his effort
to turn the program around. He
had to also know that the process
could take more than one losIng season before his actions and
recruiting take effect.
However, at least he knows It cannot get much worse than what has
already passed.
Well, maybe 1 shouldn't count
my chickens just yet. There could
always be letters from the parents,
right? Yeah, I didn't know that was
part of coaching football either, but
I guess things are done' a little differently in Colorado.
The particular letterthatHawkins
received was signed anonymous
and addressed this summer's conditioning schedule. The parent
was upset that the team would only
have two weeks off before summer
workouts began instead of three.
The explanation was that there was
another week off slipped into the
beginning of the semester somewhere. Overall, the team was to
have a total of four weeks off during
the year and Hawkins felt that was
more than enough.
'
The topic of the letter wasn't addressed until Hawkins was approached by the media on national
signing day a couple weeks ago. I
have no idea how a recruiting press
conferencetransttioned
onto the
topic but Hawkins definitely' had
something to say.
He gave the background story followed by a calm explanation of the
circumstances. Next was an explosion of emotion that must have been
built up through all ten of CU's losses this season. Hawkins just started
screaming at the media.
He was completely pissed that
anyone would complain .about
such a thing at such a high levelof
competition. He commented that
It was a division I football program
and that if they didn't think they
got enough time' off they should go
play intramurals,
The rant was short and far from
sweet. Yet, he was right. As the
current second-to-last team in the
Big 12 every one. of those players
should be· embarrassed arid realIze how important every ws>rkout
is toward having a comeback
season nextyear,
I'm sure no more parents will'
be writing letters ttl HaWkiris in
the future.
However, my question'ls howwell
this specific rant Will beremembered,
.
.'
ESPN 'lUlalysts""even:conipaIlld
It .to .JimMora~s. ·Playoffs?"and
Howard Dean's "lJyilaltl"bUUpaign.
speech; .Finally, did,~:S~ate's
•.

.succesS· thiS6eaSimfUeJ:tliepies-'
The Boise State women's track andfielcHeam;wiU .
look to capture Its first Westeni. Athleticc:olifereni:e;
thampionshlp at·tl'ie,WACJndoorChamplonship meet.'..'.'
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wrestles witH two-week layoff
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
The Boise State wrestling team
hasn't wrestled competitively in
two weeks, which may not seem
long to anyone outside the wrestling program.
For the grappling Broncos,
however, It has been an eternity.
Consider the fact BSU went on a
48-hour road trip through Oregon
earlier this year to compete against
four different opponents· three of
which were in Portland, Corvallis
and Eugene, Ore., respectively.
. This weekend the Broncos travel
to Bakersfield, Calif. to take part in
the Pac-lD conference tournament.
BSU hasn't wrestled competitively
since Feb. 9 in the Beauty and the
Beast event in Taco Bell Arena.
BSU Head Coach Greg Randall
said the- wrestlers are using the
two-week break as a chance to recharge their engines before making a run at the. NCAA national
tournament.
"It's always good to have a couple
weeks in between your last competition and the conference tournament," Randall said .
. , "You get a chance to re-evaluate some of the things that might
be going wrong and also excel
on the things we're doing right. A
lot of times it's more mental than
anything. Not having to wrestling
the week before it gives us good
training time."
The Broncos have steadily
improved all season long despite
being under experienced against
most their opponents. The 2007
BSUwrestling roster is comprised
of two seniors, three juniors, three
sophomores and 14freshmen. The
combined record of the seniors is
18-16.The record of the five freshmen who have wrestled for BSU
this year - 97-59.
"During the season we try to gel
the young guys in as many matches
as we can," Handall said, "I think
a lot of them' might break over 50.
That was our game plan heading
into the season - get these guys as
many matches as we can because

Boise State travels to Bakersfield,
they're so young, You can train or
you can go wrestle. We predict it
will be better for these young guys
to get the experience."
Freshmen Nate Lee and Luke
Smith have both eclipsed the 20win mark this season. Lee has
wrestled in the 174-pound weight
class for BSU and currently holds
a 24-9 overall record. Lee was
lD-l this season for the Broncos in
dual matches.
Smith has wrestled in the 165pound weight class and has re-

Calif. Friday to compete in the Pac-i0 tournament.

corded 26 wins and just 13 losses
this year, Contrary to Lee, Smith
has enjoyed the most of his success
in tournaments and only has a 6-5
record in duals,
Headlining the Broncos Pac-lO
tournament bill are sophomores
Tyler Sherfy and Andy Patrick.
Sherfy, a 157-pound wrestler from
Kennewick, Wash., has the team's
best record this season at 29-6.
Patrick, the team's heavyweight
wrestler, is 29-7 this season and
has been ranked in the nation's top

15 for a majority of the year.
Coach Randall said he expects
big things from Sherfy and Patrick
this weekend, but even more so he
expects big things from the lower
ranked wrestlers on the team.
"I expect everyone of our guys
to beat somebody that they're not
supposed to beat," Randall said,
"We don't have one guy that's
ranked No.1. If that happens then
I think we'll have a good tournamenr. If we get beat by the guys
we're supposed to beat it's gonna

BSU is 4-2 against conference opponents this season.
be a rough tournament."
The top three wrestlers in each
weight class will advance from the
Pac-l0 tournament to the national
tournament. There are also nine
at-large bids for the entire conference, but those nine spots can be
used for any weight class. Coach
Handall said typically some weight
classes will get five or six wrestlers
advancing to the national tournament, while other weight classes
might only get the three. Randall
said he hopes his team is ready to

compete because there is never a
given in post-season competition.
"We've always performed well
at the Pac-lD tournament and the
other teams know that," Randall
said. "So we're expecting every:
one's 'A' game and we're expecting ,
our 'N game."
The Pac-lD tournament begins
Saturday, Feb. 24 and are scheduled
to run through Sunday, Feb. 25. The
NCAA National Championships
are scheduled for March 15-17 in
Auburn Hills, Mich.
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Thomas emerges as a star
BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor

PHOTO BY STANLEY

BREWSTER '{THE

Anthony Thomas was
named Western Athletic:
Confernce Player of the
Week for Feb. 11-17.

It was a big week for Boise State
freshman guard Anthony Thomas
last week. Thomas hadn't scored
more than seven points in a game
since Jan. 25 before but blew up last
week for 18 and 16 points against
Montana Western University and
University at Albany. His performance last week was good enough
to earn Western Athletic Conference
Player of the Week honors. Thomas'
is the third Bronco to win the award
this season.
"It means a lot," Thomas said about
receiving the award. "It means that
I'm proceeding to do well in basketball and doing what I'm able to do on
the basketball court. It just means
that I'm learning and that I'm starting to get this game. College level is
differentthan high school. It's faster
pace. It just means that I'm finally
picking up the game, thinking better
and playing better."
Thomas' great week was capped
off by a game Winning threepointer against Albany in BSU's
"Bracket-buster"
game
played
Saturday night. Thomas buried a
three-point shot with just over 30 seconds to play and the Broncos trailing
by two. The bucket sealed a huge victory for BSU and improved its record
to 15-10on the season. When asked if
the game wInning three was the biggest bucket of his young collegiate
career, Thomas replied, "I would
think so."
"It's just all about confidence,"
Thomas said. 'That's what basketball is all about. I'm slowly gaining that confidence by learning
through this organization. 1 felt pret-

ty confident that I was going to make
that shot."
Thomas sat out last season as a
red-shirt coming off of a tremendous high school career. The six-foot
guard from Mansfield, Texas was a
McDonald's All-American nominee
his senioryear.
During his senior season he
averaged over 15 points per
game, nearly six rebounds and
over four steals and assists per
contestaswell.Histalenthasstartedto
blossomatBSU, particularlysensehe's
been able to settle into a role where
he doesn't have to carry the team
on his shoulders.
"Coming into this year 1 didn't really have any expectations," Thomas
said. "I just talked to coach and I had
a role. My role was just to play hard
defense and to try to run the show a
little bit. I think coach had expectations and 1 think I'm somewhat fitting into his expectations so far."
Thomas certainly did a good
job of exceeding expectations last
week. He went 6-of-7 from the field
against Montana Western. He scored
16 points, added four' steals and
dropped six assists while he was at
it. But he didn't stop there. He ea. ned
player of the week honors by duplicating his performance from earlier
in the week against Albany, pouring
in 16 more points on 6-of-9 shooting
from the floor.
Although neither of those point
totals was a career high, those two
combined are the highest amount
Thomas had produced in back-toback games as a Bronco. Thomas
said he hopes to continue his hot
streak this week as BSU will host
San Jose State and then Nevada
in one of the biggest games of the

BSU men's tennis team learns
.valuable lessons in Chicago
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer

According to Boise State Men's
Tennis Coach Greg Patton, in order to be the best you must play the
best. Last weekend the Boise State
men's tennis team had a chance
to do just that at the United States
Tennis Association/Intercollegiate
Tennis Association National Team
Indoor Championship in Chicago,
III.
Going into the tournament, BSU
was ranked No. 16 nationally and
No. 12 in the tournament.
The
Broncos were red-hot heading into
match play. The hot streak, however/ carne to a screeching halt in
ice-cold Chicago Saturday as BSU
fell to University of Mississippi 4-0
and then again to No. 18 University
of Texas 4-1 at the Midtown Tennis
Club. It was the first back-to-back
losses for BSU this season. The
Broncos did recover on Sunday and
concluded the tournament
with
an impressive 4-1 win over No. 16
seeded University of Pennsylvania.
"We know to be the best team in
the nation you've got to play against
the best you can get, win or lose,"
Coach Greg Patton said. "In every
match we were so close but just
couldn't finish for one reason or
another but we fought every inch of
the way,"
Heading into the tournament the
Broncos were. coming off impressive wins against nationally ranked
teams like No.9 Stanford and No.
54 San Diego State on the road. This
time around the Broncos seemed to
struggle on a national stage.
"I'll tell you one thing," Patton
said. "We're sure glad to be home.
We learned a lot this last weekend
and we'll use it to keep getting better and better."
In the Broncos opening doubles match against Ole Miss, Steve
Robertson and Clancy Shields fell

at the No.1 position to Erling Tveir
Reyes Varela. Shields (9-1) also collected the lone match point for the
and Eric Claesson, 3-3. The Broncos
Broncos defeating Reyes Varela 6-4
would not stay down for long
and 6-1.
though, Blake Boswell and Eric
Despite a less-than-perfect weekRoberson came together to capture
their match 3-5 over Jonas Berg and
end for Luke Shields, the junior was
Robbye Poole, which evened the
awarded the USTA Sportsmanship
contest.
Awardwhich is chosen by the 16
BSU then turned to top-ten
participating coaches for displaying outstanding
sportsmanship
ranked
standout
junior
Luke
and exemplifying the spirit of colShields and his partner Piotre Dilaj
lege tennis.
with the doubles point on the line.
"What we want is to play with
Their match against Jakob Klaeson
class," Patton said. "That's a pretty
and Matthias Wellerman went back
prestigious thing to win a national
and forth every step of the way unaward like that."
til Mississippi surged ahead and
Patton admits it could have been
grabbed the doubles point prevailgiven to anyone of his players, but
ing9-7.
that Shields deserved it the most.
"Those kids [Shields and Dilaj]
"Saint Luke, baby, Saint Luke,"
fought tooth and nail," Palton said.
"People were literally on the edge of Patton said. "He's a warrior. He's like
their seats it was so good. We had it a Iedi Knight, our Luke Skywalker
on the tip of our tongues and then it for his goodness:'
Facing some of the best teams in
slipped away,"
the nation BSU did not come home
In singles play the Broncos strugempty handed in the win column.
gled dropping three matches. The
"Our win against Penn was just
match was eventually called due to
time constraints. Playing at No. 5 what we needed coming horne,"
Patton said. "We'll see that team
and coming off a doubles win Blake
again down the road and that win
Boswell fell in straight sets to Karl
gave us confidence in what we can
Norberg 6-1, while Eric Roberson,
playing at No.4, was defeated 6- doto them:'
All of the Broncos wins on Sunday
2 and 6-4 by Robbye Poole. Luke
came against opponents ranked in
Shields (8-1) then lost his first singles match of the season 7-5 and 6-3 , the top 20 nationally. Thia week the
Broncos travel to face No.3 Virginia
, to Erling Tveir.
on Feb. 24 and then go to William
Meanwhile, the Broncos could
and Mary College on Feb. 25.
not recover in their second match
"We're excited to face Virginia:
with No, 18 Texas falling 4-1 and
Patton said. "You can bet these guys
failing for the third consecutive
will be ready. We're confident we
match to earn the crucial doubles
can do great things out there and
point,
we want to bring home great news."
"There's no question doubles
Beginning Saturday, March 3, the
points were the difference maker,"
Broncos will begin an almost twoPatton said. "It was tough losing
month long home stand as they
to Texas because we had so many
chances to win it, but we have to prepare for the Western Athletic
Conference tournament.
take positives from it and move
"We'll be excited to play at home
on."
with our fans here," Patton said.
Luke Shields and Piotre Dilaj did
"Then we can show them .what
capture the final doubles match 8-6
we're really about."
over Jonah Kane-West and Miguel

season this Saturday.
"We play good at home and the
Nevada game has always been the big
gamefor us; Thomas said, "Looking
at past history we've played them
close at our place. It's senior night
also, so hopefully the energy from

senior night will help us get the victory. Because Nevada is a real good
team, they've got a lot of weapons,
but the way we play at home, I think
we should be able to pull it off."
As for Thomas, he'll likely
continue his role of coming off

p----.:......-------------_._---_._
ErTlbarrassed
To QUD1If'y

the bench trying tu help his team
win ball games coming down
the backstretch.
"It's just going to come down
to us taking care of business,"
Thomas said. "And doing what
we need to do."
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MEDICAL STUDENTS

YOU PAY YOUR DUES.
WE'LL PAY YOUR TUITION.
Join the Army's Medical
Corps and you can receive a
one- to four-year scholarship
that provides full tuition, a
monthly stipend of over $1,300
and reimbursement of most
academic fees, courtesy of the Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program. Plus, you'll receive:
• Low-cost life insurance
• Worldwide travel opportunities
• No-cost or low-cost medical and dental care for you and
your family
• Rank and privileges of an Army Officer
• Generous non-contributory retirement benefits with 20
years of qualifying service
• Flexible, mobile retirement savings and investment plan

To find out more, or to speak to an Army
Health Care Recruiter, call 800-794-8867 or
visit healthcare.goarmy.com/hct/54
©2003. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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Place classified ads at arbiteronline.com

RENT IT

SAY IT
Organiiation of
Student Social
Workers Annual
Silent Auction

SELL IT .

HOME FOR RENT 3 Bed, . KING MATIRESS & BOX
1 Bath home. Close to BSU.
FUlly Fenced, Pets Allowed.
$900 + $400 Deposit, Add!.
$200 Deposit for Pets. Flexible
Lease Tenms. Please Call Jessica (208) 412-1677

Where:
Education Bldg.
7th Floor
Social Work Dept.

still In factory wrapper- $295.
208-919-3080

accessory pkg. Never used.
Retail value $3500, asking
$1450. Call 208-362-7150

When:
3/12-3/20

Auction Items:

WINTERlSPRING POSI·
TIONSI E~m up to $150 per

SET

day. Exp. not Required. Undercover Shoppers Needed To
Judge Retail & Dining EstabIishments.800-722-4791

New Construction
First Time Horne Buyers

QUEEN MATIRESS
+
BOX New, never used. Ask-

.......

ing $195. ph. 208-919-3080

C{Ucenter··

BEDROOM SET Cherrywood sleigh bed, 2 dressers,
2 nlghtstands, mirror & TV armoire. Retail value $9000, will
sell $2900. Call 208-362-7150

Rea/Estate
Professional
wwwJeSSiCllhunt.com
008.411.1677
F 108.433.4587
jlJunffJ>hollandreo/ry.lnfo

On-aodoff-

campus)obs
andlnbtnishlps
for .current· and

ELECTRONICS

graduaUng

HOMES

studenis'
I8i;tlltlil'''':,·Ji)':,
CheckoU1

Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and supplies. expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Overland Road In Boise. (208) 4722800. FREE Wireless Router
. with any new Clearwlre Wireless Internet account. FREE
technical support, call 4722800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.

SELL IT
HOMEI
FURNITURE

crate wilh lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
888-1464.

.<)"11'

.'.l-~1; v .. '''~ "".-.

. SUMMER WORK

BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH & lovese~t.
Stain Reslstant.t Lifetime warranty.t Still in boxes. t Retail
$1395. Must selll $499.t 888-"
1464.

KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATIRESS set brand new
In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.

KHS TANDEM BICYCLE _
GREAT CONDITION $400
OBO
CALL
208-404-6062

HEATHER

SALES

took-

ing For Sharp, Honest, Driven
People To Earn $15K·$45K
This Summer Selling Pest
Control Door To Door. Offices
In Boise, 10 & Portland, OR.
Excellent Training & Upscale
Furnished Housing Provided.
503-849-2814.

II

I

~

6,'On.co-.

SUMMER

LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new in

7·PIECE

~

.l::It,'II.·_·:,~~.:

DISCOUNT COMPUTERSTORE
RJM Computers in Boise

www.frpmrento/s.com

ACROSS
1 Get lostl
5 Ger. automobile
8 Mental
.
confidence
14 Soft mineral
15 Wish otherwise
16 Drug addict
17 Stepped down
18 Devotee
20 Kim of "Vertigo"
22 Exchange
23 Mas' mates
24 Night before
25 Most inactive
27 Mohammed's
tomb location
30 Long time
31 Tanguay and
Gabor
35 Vice President
under Jefferson
37 10 sawbucks
38 New World nat.
39 Casual
affirmative
40 Neighbor of
Mont.
42 Pro's foe
43 Ledger entries
45 Athlete's wrist
wrap
48 "Lohengrin"
lady
49
Na Na
50 Ball lasses
51 Best score ever
54 Mythical bird
55 Altar vow
58 Hit the tub
59 "The
of
Kilimanjaro"
62 ATMs and
vending
machines
65 Sketched
66 Maintain
67 Lawyers' grp.
68 Inspiration
69 Ramshackle
shack
70 Coloring agent
71 "Baseball
Tonight" stn.

feadt~{it ..
Jessica Hunt

RENT IT

'BRONCOSNEEDJOBS. COM

Brand new sofa, loveseat &
chair. In store value $2500, will
seil $1295. Call 208-362-7150

Relocation
Investment Properties

'8 Hours of "free" labor
'2 - 45 min. guitar lessons
-Gift Baskets
'Old Id. Statesman
Newspapers
'Custom hand
casting jewelry

SOFA

Crossword

Paid Survey Takers Needed
In Boise. 100% FREE to Joinl
Cilck on Surveys.

POOL TABLE wi complete

LEATHER

WORK IT

MOD
.

ELS

PART-TIME
.

L..-_______

STUDENTS NEEDED for

PART TIME BABYSIT·
TER WANTED Experience

Modeling
and promotional
work. $72-$770 daily. No
school or experience required.
Call 208-433-951

Idaho's Films, T. V., Extras,

and references required. (208)
870-2462

CHERRY

Bedroom set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464

CHERRY

SLEIGH

BUSY
SCHEDULE?

601 something
to say?

.

BED

We offer great
hours to work
1464,
around school
,·I;'ULL.-.,,A~QRlijOeE';T""'·""w .or,another.job."""·~",,,~,.

DOWN
1 Getz or Kenton
2 Circle of light
3 Green army
uniforms

2

3

10

9

4

11

12

13

14
17
20

35
38 43
48

62
66
69

2/22107
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4 Mexican poet
Paz
5 Lingerie item
6 Civvies
7 Stranger
8 First
9 Melancholy
woodwinds
10 Operate
11 Quickly, shortly
12 Clytemnestra's
mother
13 Aphrodite's boy
19 Dieter's unit
21 G and Chesney
26 X on a sundial
27 Bea Arthur
sitcom
28 Artist's stand
29 Lincoln or Fortas
32 Singer's
instrument?
33 Observe Yom
Kippur
34 Transmits
36 Results
37 Provides the
food for
41 Smidge

L.:::...~L...:..J...::....L-=...L_

44
46
47
49
52
53
55

Roofer's gunk
Torpedo tip
Dagwood's love
Meager
Critic Roger
Kentucky race
McKinley and
Cantor

. 56
57
60
61
63
64

Menu item
Greek peak
Shed tears
Lake"
Functional quill
Manuscript
enc!.

U

solid wood. New-in-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 888-

. DIC MATIRESS Brand new
In package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.

BED.QUEEN
PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,

~

Prequalify today at

,dijriAIXi."1fi'flg;s.J'SrlJi•com
bmughl tel fL"U fry
and fi'UtHet 1\skIt'iAli07l

ld.mo lIoUl,ing

1-S66-432-4066

still in plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can deliver. 921-6643.

QUEEN

TEMPURPEDIC

style visco memory foam mattress set. Brand new in plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
855-9688

,

Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk
Casual work
environment"
Paid training
and benefits.

". - -THE

8

.

To start

658-4888
Date: 02/26/2007
Time: 10:00 am - 3:30 pm

The Vagina
.Monologues

kNOCK,

r<tJ(jc~

...
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DAVIS

I HOPE YOU DON'T
EXPECT ME TO WRITE A
FAVORABLE ARTICLE
ABOUT YOUR COMPANY
JUST BECAUSE YOU
BOUGHT t'\E DRINKS.

~
~
~

i~

~
~

~

J

~

~

~~~~~~~i~THANKS TO MY
P.R. CAMPAIGN,
YOUR STOCK PRICE
IS GROSSLY
OVER - INFLATED.

)

YOU CAN WORK OR
YOU CAN GET DRUNK,
BUT THE PAY IS
EXACTL Y THE SAME.

NO, I EXPECT YOU TO
PUGLISH MY PRESS
RELEASE AND ACT
LIKE YOU WROTE IT.

E

8

g

1
"
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2007 Housing Fair

!l;9/hr'

COMICS

By:-DuSTIN

ITER

~~~
NOW YOU CAN USE
YOUR STOCK TO BUY
COMPANIES THAT
ACTUALLY MAKE
MONEY.

Place: SUB Jordan

Ballroom

HOROSCOPES

I.

-~.

llii
,

BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - The work's getting
steadier, if you committo doing
what's asked of you now. Slow and
steady will do just fine - you'll see.
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